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There will be an increasing demand for robot operators, 
since more companies are using 
material handling. In order to 
robots in production and 
train these would-be 
operators, a 'user-friendly' robot operator training aid was 
developed. This aid helps the trainee learn how to program 
a robot using on-line programming, and the trainee also 
obtains valuable hands-on experience. Since this training 
aid is user-friendly and has safety features, it requires 
little or no previous experience with robots or computers 
and minimal supervision. With this training, the wou°ld-be 
operators will acquire a basic understanding of how they can 
apply this experience to the programming of large industrial 
robots. 
The RHINO XR-2 robot was used, including some of the 
peripheral equipment that can be easily interfaced with the 
RHINO. The system can control eight axes of motion. A 
controlling program was written in BASIC language for the 
Radio Shack Model III microcomputer. The computer's 
keyboard was used to simulate a teach pendant, similar to 
those used with many industrial robots. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Under the Robot Institute of America (RIA} definition, 
there were 6,300 robots in the United States in 1982. 
According to a RIA study, 1983 production of robots in the 
United States was expected to reach 2,400. By 1990 the 
United States could be making as many as 24,000 robots a 
year (Keller, 1983). As these robots are put to use, there 
is and will be a need for robot operators. Therefore, an 
easy and efficient way to train new operators is needed. 
Also, training with a small robot should help the trainee 
overcome any fear of robots. 
At present, there are two ways to program a robot, 
on-line and off-line. A robot usually comes with a teach 
pendant, a device used to manually control the robot. To 
teach a given task, the operator uses the teach pendant to 
move the hand to the required locations. Each location is 
recorded as the end point of a motion sequence. A task is a 
set of motion sequences. Once taught the task, the robot 
can repeat it as many times as necessary. This type of 
programming is called on-line programming, because the robot 
must be working on-line (in the location where it will be 
used}. While it is being programmed on-line, the 'robot can 
not be used for other purposes. The robot can continue to 
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work on other tasks while being programmed off-line. 
Off-line programming has many benefits; however, it is not 
easily done with today's robots. 
On-line programming is the easiest and most used method 
of programming a robot. Hands-on experience is needed to 
train the operator to do on-line programming. An 
inexperienced operator can place people, objects and the 
robot in danger. Therefore, the operator needs a safe way 
to get hands-on experience in on-line programming. 
After studying this situation, it was determined that a 
'user-friendly' robot training aid was needed. The RHINO 
XR-2 robot was selected because it is a six-axis robot and 
has several peripheral 
the peripheral equipment 
devices that attach easily. Using 
Ca conveyor, a carousel and a 
linear base), more realistic situations can be developed for 
the trainee than with a robot alone. Also the RHINO XR-2 
interfaces to the controlling computer using only four lines 
of the RS-232 interface. The use of the RS-232 interface 
allows the user to choose the controlling computer. 
Once developed, this robot operator training aid would 
be used mostly by University of Central Florida (UCF) 
engineering students. Dr John E. Biegel is going to use the 
training aid in the "Robotics in Industry" graduate 
engineering course. It could also be used to train would-be 
operators. The engineering students are going to be 
considered would-be operators or trainees for ease of 
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explanation. The would-be operator will need only an 
introduction to the training aid before beginning his/her 
training. The trainee requires little experience with 
computers or robots to operate this aid. Also, because this 
training aid is user-friendly and has safety features, the 
trainer requires minimal supervision. This training aid 
will help would-be operators learn about programming a robot 
so they can be more efficient when using larger industrial 
robots. 
HARDWARE 
The hardware of the robot operator training aid does 
not have to be understood to use the system. But, since 
some operators may want an understanding of how the hardware 
works, we have included a brief description. 
The six axes of the RHINO XR-2 robot are grasp, 
wrist-rotational, wrist-azimuthal, forearm, shoulder, and 
waist. The RHINO XR-2 is shown in figure 1. Six 12 volt 
servo motors are used to drive the six axes. The linear 
base, a peripheral device, is used to add a seventh axis of 
motion to the RHINO system. Using the linear base, the 
robot can move in either direction along a straight line. 
The conveyor, another peripheral device, can be used to move 
objects so that the RHINO can place them on the cdnveyor as 
it would in a factory environment. All the peripheral 
devices used with the RHINO are shown in figures 1 and 2. 
The carousel is a turntable that can be used to move objects 
in a circular path. A bin is attached to the carousel by a 
wiper. A picture of the wiper with a box just about to drop 
into the bin is shown in figure 3. Objects put onto the 
table can be deposited into the bin. A table is included in 
the layout for the RHINO to pick, place, and assemble 
object(s) upon it. 
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Figure 1. A side view of the RHINO XR-2. 
Figure 2. An aerial view of the RHINO XR-2. 
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Figure 3. A box, on the carousel, is about to 
drop into the bin because of the wiper. 
To monitor the motion of each axis, an optical encoder 
is mounted on the drive shaft of the motor. This optical 
encoder is a round plate, with several pairs of slots which 
break a beam of light to give an 'on' and 'off' action of 
the light beam. This 'on' and 'off' action of the light 
beam created by two slots, which are 90 degrees out of 
phase, forms a square wave. From the square wave, the 
number of steps the axis has moved are counted. Using this 
feature, an axis can be programmed to move a predetermined 
number of steps. 
An Intel 8748 microprocessor is dedicated to 
controlling the eight axes. The microprocessor, the RS-232 
interface, and other components are located on the RHINO 
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controller board, which is physically attached to the RHINO 
power supply. The RHINO controller board is shown in figure 
4. The microprocessor uses its eight registers to follow 
the eight axes. Since each register is eight bits, and one 
bit is needed for the sign, a maximum of 127 steps can be 
stored by the controller board at one time. Longer motions 
must be done as a sequence of steps. 
Figure 4. The RHINO controller board and power supply. 
Most of the axes have a microswitch along their 
traverse. In this way, these axes can be reset to their 
starting locations. Once all axes are reset, the exact 
location of the system is known. By determining the number 
of steps each axis drive motor takes before it collides into 
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itself, the software can prevent the RHINO from being 
programmed to collide with itself. 
The controlling computer communicates with the RHINO 
controller board by using four lines of the RS-232 
interface. The four lines used are transmit data, received 
data, signal ground, and protective ground. There are four 
different types of commands used to control the RHINO. The 
START command is used to move a motor in a specific 
direction and a specified number of steps. The STOP command 
is used to stop a motor instantaneously. To obtain the 
motor status information, the number of steps a motor is to 
be moved, there is a QUESTION command. Finally, the states 
of the six microswitches that are used to set the reference 
position of the axes can be obtained with the STATUS 
command. All of these commands are transparent to the user 
of the training aid. 
SOFTWARE 
A Radio Shack Model III microcomputer was used as the 
controlling computer for the RHINO XR-2 robot system. The 
controlling programs were written in the BASIC language and 
their flowcharts and program listings are included in the 
appendices. The keyboard of the computer is used to control 
the RHINO in a manner similar to a teach pendant. The 
motion of each axis is controlled by four keys; two keys 
move the axis in a positive direction, and two keys move the 
axis in a negative direction. Each direction of the axis 
has two increments of motion, high and low. An increment is 
the number of steps an axis will move when a key is pressed. 
The operator may set the number of steps for each increment. 
The default values are one hundred for 'high' and ten for 
'low'. Because of hardware limitations, the increments are 
limited to a range of one to 127 steps. However, a feature 
of this software package allows longer moves when only one 
axis is being moved. 
Using the keyboard, the trainee can move the RHINO to 
different locations and store the point as a step. These 
steps, when stored, can be run as a routine; a routine being 
a series of steps. When the robot is being taught the 
routine the operator moves each axis separately to get to 
the desired location. When the routine is being run under 
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computer control, the robot controller moves the robot arm 
from one point to another by driving one or more axes at the 
same time. Therefore, the operator must teach the steps or 
points in the correct sequence to avoid collision during 
operation, even though there were no collisions during the 
teaching process. To obtain simpler and smoother motion, it 
is better to move as few axes as possible in any one step. 
Pictures of the RHINO while it is running a routine are 
shown in Appendix A. A routine can have up to one hundred 
steps. In this way, the operator can create a routine to 
accomplish a task such as moving a box from a table to a 
bin. Once created, a routine can be repeated as many times 
as desired, such as would occur in a factory environment. A 
routine can also be edited, saved and loaded. A routine can 
be saved on a disk for demonstration later. The file access 
mode can be used to get a listing of all routines on the 
disk. Routines that are no longer needed can be deleted. 
Since a routine is limited to one hundred steps, routines 
can be run in a long series called a loop. Therefore, 
complicated tasks could be broken down into several simple 
routines. A loop can include up to 20 routines. Each 
routine can be repeated before going on to the next routine 
in the loop. 
When the system is set up to be used, the axes motors 
the operator wants to use must be connected to the RHINO 
contoller board. The operator chooses the axes needed to 
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complete a task. The software package is written in a 
general form to allow different motor configurati.ons. When 
initializing the system, the operator inputs the motor 
configuration that is to be used. Then the RHINO is reset 
to a starting location by the operator. Once this is done, 
the operator is ready to enter the RHINO teach mode. 
The safety features included in the user-friendly robot 
operator training aid are useful in helping an inexperienced 
operator to overcome any fears of damaging any part of the 
system. The RHINO cannot run into itself when an operator 
is teaching it a routine. Therefore, it ca not be 
programmed to run into itself either. If an accidental 
collision with another object does occur, there is an 
emergency on/off switch. The emergency switch is shown in 
figure 5; it is connected to the leg of the table below the 
microcomputer. The RHINO motor drivers can withstand an 
overload for short time; therefore if an axis drive motor is 
stalled and the operator turns the RHINO off quickly, there 
is little chance of damage to the robot. Also a 'pause' 
mode can be activated while running a routine. When running 
with the 'pause' mode on, the RHINO stops after each step so 
the operator can check to be sure that everything is 
alright. If there are no problems, the routine can be 
continued. 
Figure 5. The TRS-80 microcomputer, 





This section is an overview of the controlling software 
for the robot operator training aid. All the steps that are 
necessary for the operation of the system and the menus in 
the software will be explained. 
To set up the robot operator training aid, the TRS-80 
microcomputer must be turned on by using the switch located 
under the right side. When the disk drive stops (the red 
light turns off) the RHINO system disk needs to be inserted 
in the lower drive with the label side up. For the next 
step, the operator presses the red reset button on the right 
side of the TRS-80. Following this, the system asks "Enter 
Date Cmm/dd/yy)?". After an input of the date in this 
format, 02/15/84, the system asks "Enter time Chh:mm:ss)?". 
Either the time is entered or the enter button is pressed. 
After all these steps are taken, the system prints a title, 
signaling it is ready to proceed. 
The system prints the operating procedures and a series 
of steps that must be completed. This series of screens 
seen by the operator are shown in Appendix B. One of the 
steps is connecting the motors into the desired motor 
configuration. The operator must connect the motor plugs to 
the desired location on the RHINO controller board. (Note: 
only motors two, six, seven and eight can be changed or 
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disconnected). Once this is completed, the operator must 
enter the motor configuration using the menu shown in figure 
6. As can be seen in that figure, the default configuration 
is displayed on the top of the screen. By entering the 
locations of the motors that were changed and the motors now 
connected to these locations, the operator has entered the 
new motor configuration. The operator enters zero when the 
correct motor configuration is displayed. 
RHINO TEACH MODE 
ROUTINE TITLE EXAMPLE1 
> - RUN A LOOP OF ROUTINE 
* - REINITIALIZE THE SYSTEM 
P - CHANGE PAUSE STATUS 
CLEAR - SETS START LOCATION 
PAUSE STATUS - ON 
@ RESET THE RHINO CSHIFT @) 
{ - ERASE THIS STEP AND BACK ONE 
} - ERASE THIS STEP <RIGHT ARROW> 
L CHANGE INCREMENT VALUES 
CLEFT ARROW) 
0 INCREMENT STEP NUMBER CTO RECORD A STEP> 
+ - ADD A LONG MOVE TO ONE MOTOR 
> - RUN THIS ROUTINE 
1 - 0 
2 - 0 
7 
~ - 0 
4 0 
c w - 0 
6 0 
7 - 0 
8 0 
? - EXIT TEACH MODE STEP NUMBER - 1 
= - DISK FILE ACCESS HIGH - 100 LOW 10 
Figure 6. Menu for the motor configuration. 
The final step to be done before beginning use of the 
teach mode is to reset the RHINO. Motors three through 
eight have microswitches located along their traverse for 
resetting. If the rnicroswitch is set, the software checks 
its location by moving a short distance from the microswitch 
and then back slowly. However, if the microswitch is not 
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set, the operator must help the system find the microswitch, 
since it does not know its location. 
Each motor is connected to a gear by a chain -or belt, 
and attached to this gear is an object similar to a round 
washer. This object is used to reset the microswitch. 
Therefore, to assure proper resetting, the operator must be 
sure this object is moving toward the microswitch. The menu 
used during manual resetting is shown in figure 7. Once the 
operator is ready to reset the designated motor, he/she 
presses the B key. 
Mt:::JTOF\'. 4 IS BEING RESET 
B - BEGIN THE RESETING OF THE MOTOR 
C - CHANGE THE DIRECTION OF THE MOTOR 
S - SLOW DOWN NEAR THE SWITCH 
F - FASTER, IF SLOW DOWN WAS AT THE WRONG PLACE 
X - STOPS THE RESETTING IF IN TROUBLE AND CHANGE DIRECTION 
ALL OTHER KEYS STOP THE MOTION 
PRESS B AGAIN TO CONTINUE 
Figure 7. Menu for manual resetting of motors. 
If the reset device is moving away from 
microswitch, the operator must press c to change 
direction of the motor. As the object nears 
microswtich, s -to slow down the operator presses 
movement. If the operator slows the movement in the 
place, he/she can press F to resume the faster speed. 









manner as a motor that is already reset. If during 
resetting, the operator gets into trouble, such as if the 
motor starts to bind, he/she can press X and the motor stops 
instantaneously. 
When motors three through eight are reset, if there is 
a motor connected to position two, it now must be reset. 
The menu used to reset motor two is shown in figure 8. If 
the motor is in the correct location, the operator presses o 
for O.K. However, if it is not in the correct location the 
operator presses B to begin resetting and then presses D 
when done. The other keys used are similar to those used 
for resetting the other motors. The last motor to be reset 
is the hand motor and this is done by using the menu shown 
is figure 9. This is accomplished by using a closed hand as 
a reference point. If the hand is closed, the operator 
presses D for done. However, if it is open, the operator 
must begin resetting by pressing B. The hand slowly moves 
ten steps, then waits for the operator to press S for stop, 
meaning hand is closed, or C to continue closing. The 
operator must be careful not 
since damage to the RHINO could 
to close the hand too far, 
occur. Once the hand is 
reset, the operator is ready for the RHINO teach mode. 
RESET MOTOR 2 
B - BEGIN THE RESETTING OF MOTOR 2 
O - O.Ku, THIS IS THE STARTING LOCATION 
C - CHANGE DIRECTION OF MOTOR 2 
D - DONE, THIS IS THE STARTING LOCATION 
F - FAST, MOVE MOTOR FASTER 
S - SLOW DOWN NEAR STARTING LOCATION 
Figure 8. Menu used for resetting motor 2. 
HAND RESET 
D - DONE~ THE HAND IS ALREADY CLOSED 
B - BEGIN RESETTING THE HAND IF NOT CLOSED 
S - STOPS HAND WHEN IT IS CLOSED 
C - CONT INUE CLOSING WHEN THE HAND STOPS MOVING 
Figure 9. Menu used for resetting the hand motor. 
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After resetting is completed, the RHINO teach mode menu 
in figure 10 appears on the screen. The only keys explained 
are the ones not used to move the motor, which were 
explained in the section on software. By pressing the * 
key, the system can be reinitialized in one of three ways: 
delete the currect routine, reset the system, or change the 
motor configuration. The O key increments the step number 
which causes that location to be an end point when the 
routine is run. The pause status is changed to either ON or 
OFF by pressing P. To reset the RHINO, the operator presses 
shift and @. If a mistake is made in a step, the arrow keys 
can be used to go back and correct the error. This is done 
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by erasing the current step {right arrow) or erasing the 
current step and the previous step Cleft arrow). The L key 
is used to change the increment values. To move a motor a 
long distance, greater than the high increment, the + key is 
used. When the operator is ready to run the routine, he/she 
presses the > key. Once entered, the operator is asked how 
many times to repeat this routine. To exit the teach mode, 
the operator presses the ? key. The CLEAR key is used to 
set the start location; this must be done at the start of 
the routine, at step number one. 
MOTOR CONFIGURATION 
1 GRASP or FINGERS 
2 - CAROUSEL 
3 - WRIST - AZIMUTHAL 
4 - FOREARM 
5 - SHOULDER 
6 - WAIST 
7 - LINEAR BASE 
8 - WRIST - ROTATIONAL 
** MA Y CHANGE LOCATION OF MOTORS 2,6,7,8 ONLY ** 
MOTO RS AND THERE POSSIBLE LOCATIONS c ~ #~ - DEFAULT LOCATION) 
CAROUSEL <~2~,6,7,8) CONVEYOR (2 ONLY> 
LINEAR BASE <6,~7~,8) WAIST (~6~,7,8) 
WRIST - ROTATIONAL (6,7,~8~) NONE - NO MOTOR ATTACHED 
ENTER LOCATION TO BE CHANGED <2,6,7,or B> or 0 if OuK= ? 
Figure 10. The RHINO teach mode menu. 
The other information displayed on the screen is as 
follows: the PAUSE status, position of each motor in steps, 
step number, and the high and low increment values. As was 
explained in the section on software, a loop of routines can 
be run together to accomplish more complex tasks. The ) key 
is pressed to enter the loop mode. A sample loop menu is 
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shown in figure 11. This menu is similar to the others and 
is selfexplanatory. To return to the teach mode, the T key 
is pressed. 
ROUTINE TITLE 
l EXAM PLEl 









RUN A LOOP OF ROUTINES 
LOOP TITLE - EXAMPLE 











# RE PEATS 
A-ADD ,C-CH ANGE , D- DELETE,L- LOAD,R-RUN,S-SAVE,T- TEACH MODE ? 
Figure 11. A sample loop menu. 
Once a routine is created, it can be saved by using the 
disk file access. The = key is used to get into the file 
access mode, which is shown in figure 12. Using this menu, 
files can be saved on the disk or loaded from the disk. A 
remark is stored with the file to add useful comments about 
the routine or loop. A directory to all files can be 
obtained, and while in this mode files can be deleted. A 
sample directory is shown in figure 13. Included in the 
software is complete error checking. Therefore, if the 
operator makes a mistake, he/she does not lose everything. 
Sample errors are shown in figure 14. To distinguish 
between the routine files and the loop files, an extension 
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is added to the end of the file name by the software. The 
extension for routine files is /RHN and loop files is /LOP. 
DISK FILE ACCESS MENU FOR ROUTINE~ S FILES 
1 - SAVE FILE ON DISK 6 - CHANGE THE FILENAME 
2 - LOAD A FILE FROM DISK 7 - CHANGE THE REMARK 
3 - CHANGE THE TYPE OF FILE BEING ACCESSED 
4 - DIRECTORY OF DISK FILES AND DELETING FILES FROM DISK 
5 - RETURN TO TEACH MODE 
ENTER CHOICE ? 
FILENAME CB CHARACTERS OR LESS) - EXAMPLE1 
REMARK (240 CHARACTERS OR LESS) 
THIS IS A REMARK 












THE FILES WITH /RHN AT THE END ARE ROUTINE FILES AND 
/LOP AT THE END ARE LOOP FILES 
DID YOU WANT TO DELETE (D) A FILE OR RETURN <R> TO MENU ? 
Figure 13. Sample directory of all disk files. 
******* DISK ERROR ******* 
*** FILE NOT FOUND *** 
THE FILE NOFILE/RHN TRYING TO BE KILLED DOES NOT EXISTS 
PLEASE CHECK THE DIRECTORY AND TRY AGAIN 
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 





FILENAME 34BAD/LOP IS NOT AN APPROPRIATE FILENAME. TRY AGAIN 
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 
Figure 14. Sample error messages. 
SAMPLE EXPERIMENTS 
Typical applications have been programmed as laboratory 
experiments (labs) for the trainee. From these experiments, 
the trainee will learn some of the programming problems 
associated with robot applications. Also the trainee will 
see how time-consuming it is to program a robot. When the 
trainee has completed some of the laboratory assignments, 
he/she should be encouraged to develop his/her own routines. 
This will encourage creativity. The would-be operator will 
also learn some of the limitations of a robot. 
Sample labs were created and stored on the disk for 
demonstration of the system. The first is a routine to move 
a box from the table to the conveyor. The motor 
configuration is the same as the default except the conveyor 
is connected to motor position two. This routine is named 
EXAMPLE4 and the box should be located at x 2-3 and y 6-9 on 
the table. The next routine is EXAMPLEl and it moves a box 
from the same location to the carousel which deposits the 
box into the bin. Finally, a loop was created which moves 
three boxes from the table to the bin. The motor 
configuration used for the routine EXAMPLEl and the loop 
example entitled EXAMPLE is the default configuration. As 
can be seen in figure 11, the loop includes EXAMPLEl for 
placing the box into the bin and EXAMPLE2 and EXAMPLE3 to 
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move the next boxes into the location used by EXAMPLEl. The 
two extra boxes are located at x 6-7, y 6-9 and x 10-11, y 
6-9. These examples demonstrate many of the capabilities of 
the user-friendly robot training aid. Pictures of the 
system while running these sample labs are included in 
Appendix A. 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 
The problems encountered in this development were 
typical of the problems encountered when using many of 
today's industrial robots. The control system on the robot 
used in this development did not permit control of motor 
speed. This lack of control results in the inability to 
conveniently move the hand along a straight line. The lack 
of acceleration and deceleration capabilities in the system 
result in instabilities at the beginning and end of axis 
motion sequences. The resultant vibrations of an axis 
sometimes result in an incorrect setting of a starting 
location. Because of the low precision of the RHINO, 
repeatability of a routine is low. Also some hardware 
problems have occurred because of overheating. 
The only software problem encountered resulted from the 
lack of memory in the microcompu~er. To overcome this lack 
of memory, the program was divided into two smaller programs 
and the size of the arrays for storage of axis positions 
were made smaller. This means that fewer steps are allowed 
in any routine. Since the BASIC 
movement of the RHINO is· sometimes 
language was used, the 
slow. If this program 
were written in machine code, the robot would run smoother 
and faster. However, it was felt that the BASIC language 
was fast enough for learning purposes. 
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FUTURE AND IMPROVEMENTS 
There are a few things that can be done to improve this 
training aid. Off-line programming could be included by 
using angles of the joints and 3-D coordinate system. 
However, the RHINO would be more apt to collide with objects 
in this type of program. A voltage regulator on the motors 
could be installed so that the motors would have 
controllable acceleration and deceleration. By doing this, 
straight line motion would be obtainable and probably with 
higher precision. 
checked during 
More microswitches could be included and 
running to see if any steps had been lost. 
However, new circuits and new interfacing hardware would 
have to be designed and built. 
This training aid should be useable by students and 
would-be operators. Even if new technology in robotics is 
developed, the trainee will get an introduction to robotics 
by this aid. Other devices, such as an NC milling machine 
or NC lathe, could be included to make the system similar to 
a factory situation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
There will be a greater need for robot operators in the 
near future and these would-be operators need to be trained. 
A 'user-friendly' robot training aid was developed to train 
operators for the growing number of robots. This aid will 
help the trainee learn how to program a robot using on-line 
programming. Since this training aid is user-friendly and 
has safety features, it requires little or no previous 
experience with robots or computers and minimal supervision. 
Therefore, this training aid should be useful to colleges 
and companies wanting to train robot operators in on-line 
robot programming. This aid should allay any fear 
concerning robots, by allowing the operator to develop 
confidence in controlling a robot. 
26 
APPENDIX A 
Extra Pictures of the RHINO 
28 
The RHINO is in its 
reset position 
( to the 1 e ft ) • 
RHINO picking up a 
box while running 
EXAMPLEl (below). 
29 
A box is on the carousel ready to be deposited into the bin. 
The RHINO is moving a box to a new location. 
APPENDIX B 
Sample Program Output 
Series of screens printed to the user 
as an introduction to the system 
31 
Welcome to the RHINO XR-2 ~user-Friendly~ Robot Training 
Aid. This system should help you understand how to proqram a 
robot. 
The RHINO is moved by using the keyboard as a teach 
pendant. Up to eight motors can be connected and controlled. 
A column of keys is used to move an axis. The number 
identifying the axis moved is itjentified by the number key at 
the top of the column. Thus, 1, Q, A, and Z move motor 1. 
There are two different increments of movement, high and low. 
Row 1 high increment~ positive direction <Example key 1) 
Row 2 low increment, positive direction <Example key Q) 
Row 3 low increment, negati~e direction <Example key A> 
Row 4 high increment, negative direction <Example key Z> 
The maximum high increment is 127. If a longer move is needed~ 
an option in the teach mode menu provides for it. · 
A routine, which is a series of steps, will be created 
from the movements you tell ~he RHINO to store. The RHINO will 
move from one point to another when the routine is running 
<Point-to-Point mode>, with each point being the end of a step. 
Therefore when you define a step, remember all joints will move 
at once, not one at a time as when you programmmed it. Once a 
routine is created, it can be stored on the disk by using the 
disk access mode C= key). Be sure to increment step# CO key>. 
A routine can be run in two modes: (1) The Pause ON mode 
where the RHINO stops at the end of each step for you to see 
if it is O.K. <Use this at least the first time you run a 
routine). (2) In the Pause OFF status the RHINO runs without 
stopping. The routine can be repeated as many times as needed, 
but it will go back to the start location between repeats. The 
maximum number of steps in a routine is one hundred. 
To program a complex task, up to 20 routines can be run 
sequentially as a loop. Each routine can be repeated before 
going on to the next routine. Experiment with this option. 
You will find it very useful. 
Be~ore entering the teach mode, the motor configuration 
must be entered and the RHINO reset to the start location. 
NOTE: An emergency switch is in the 110V power cord of 
the RHINO power supply. This must be turned OFF if any motor on 
the RHINO or peripheral equipment starts to bind. Otherwise, 
there will probably be damage to the RHINO. There is already a 
safety feature to prevent the RHINO from colliding into itself. 
However, it can hit other objects~ so be CAREFUL, especially on 
long moves! 
If the emergency switch is used, you must press the red 
reset button on the computer and start over. 
32 
Before proceeding, there are a few things to be checked and 




Is the RS-232 cable plugged into the bottom of the Model III 
computer and into the RHINO power supply ? 
Is the emergency switch in ON position ? 
Is the RHINO power supply plugged into the 110V outlet ? 
Is the dip switch on the controller board at position 3 ? 
Connect the motors in the configuration you need. Note you 
can only change motors connected at positions 2, 6, 7, or 8. 
Turn the controller logic switch ON (large switch). Note the 
power supply light should come on, if not check all steps. 
7. Turn the motor power switch ON (small switch). 
APPENDIX C 
Program Listing of START/BLD 
Commands used to initialize the system 







Flowchart for STARTUP/BAS 









No manually resets 
Chee t e 
location 
of motor I 
No 
Reset motor 2 and 
the hand motor 
Run program TEACH/BAS 
motor I 
APPENDIX E 
Program Listing of STARTUP/BAS 
100 
110 ************************************** 
120 * * 
130 * ROBOT TRAINING AID MAY 1983 * 
140 * BY * 
150 * DON WASHBURN * 
160 * * 
170 ************************************** 180 :0 
1 90 Cl"'1D II B 11 ' II OFF II :e DI SABLE THE BREAK KEY 
200 NOTE : RHINO USES LABELS FOR MOTORS AS A TO H BUT, I 
CHANGED 
210 ' THEM TO NUMBERS 1 TO 8 TO BE EASIER TO USE IN 
TEACH MODE. 
220 ******************* 
230 ' * PRINT TITLE OUT * 
240 :e ******************* 
250 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23>:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
260 PRINT TAB (7) 11 ROBOT Tl:;:AINING AID 11 : PRH\JT 
270 PRINT TAB<12) 11 MAY 1983 11 :PRINT:PRINT 
280 PFUNT TAB ( 15) 11 BY 11 
290 PRINT TAB ( 10) 11 DON WASHBURN 11 
300 FOR Q=l TO 200 
310 A$=INKEY$: IF A$< >1111 THEN 400 
320 NEXT Q 
330 PRINT:PRINT::PRINT:PRINT TAB(3) 11 PRESS ANY t:::EY TO 
CONTINUE 11 
340 A$=INKEY$:IF A$= 1111 THEN 340 
350 ';' 
360 ************************************************** 370 * PRINT OUT INFORMATION AND THE START UP STEPS * 
380 ************************************************** 390 
400 CLS : PRINT" Welcome to the RHINO XR-2 
, User-Fri endl y:o Robot Training 11 
410 PR I NT" 1~i cl. This system should help you undet-stand how 
to program a 11 : PRINT 11 robot. 11 
420 PRINT 11 The RHINO is moved by using the keyboard as a 
teach 11 
430 PRINT 11 pendant. Up to eight motors can be connect.eel and 
contr-ol led. 11 
440 PR I NT 11 A column of keys is used to move an a~-~ is. The 
numb et- 11 
4 50 PR INT 11 i dent i f y i n g the a>~ i s moved i s i dent i f i ed by the 
number key at" 
460 PRINT 11 the top .of the column. Thus, 1, Q, A, and Z move 
motor 1." 
470 PRINT 11 There are two different inct-ements of movement, 
high and 1 ot--...J. 11 
480 PF\INT 11 Row 1 high increment, positive direction 
( E ~·~ amp 1 e key 1 ) 11 
490 PRINT" Ro\.<J 2 1 ow increment, positive direction 
( E ~·~ a.mp 1 e key Q ) 11 
500 PRINT" Ro\.<J 3 low increment, negative direction 
< E >~ amp 1 e key A ) " 
510 PR I l\IT 11 Row 4 high increment, negc-\t i ve direction 
( E ::-~ amp 1 e key Z ) 11 
52 0 PR I NT 11 The ma::-~ i mum h i g h i n ct- e men t i s 12 7. If a 1 on g er 
move is needed, 11 
39 
530 PFUNT"an option in the teach mode menu pt-ovi des for it,, 11 
540 GOSUB 550 GOTO 590 
550 PR INT ;j)979, "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 11 ; 
560 FOH KK= l TO :::::o : A$= I N~<EY$ IF ?'~$<>II II THEN 580 NEXT 
l<I< 
570 PRINT @979,CHR$C30); : FOR KK=l TO 10: NEXT KK GOTO 
550 
580 CLS : RETURN 
590 PRil\IT 11 A routine, which is a series of steps, v-Jill 
be cr-eated" 
600 PRINT 11 fr·om the movements \/OU tel 1 the RHINO to stot-e .. 
The RHINO will" 
610 PR I NT 11 move f 1,..om one point to anot.het- when the routine is 
running" 
620 PRINT 11 (Point-to-Point mode), with each point being the 
end of a step. 11 
6 3 0 PR INT 11 There f ore when you def i n e a step , re me mb e1,.. a 1 1 
joints will move" 
6 4 0 PF\ I l\I T 11 at once , not one at. a t i me as when you pr· og t- a mmmed 
it.. Once a 11 
650 PRINT 11 routine is created, it can be stored on the disk 
by using the" 
660 PRINT 11 disk access mode <=key). Be sure to increment 
(0 key)• II step # 
670 PF\INT" A routine can be run in two modes: C 1) The 
Pause ON mode 11 
680 PF\Il\IT"wher·e the RHINO stops at the end of each step for 
you to see 11 
690 PRINT"if it is O.K. (Use this at least the first time 
you run a II 
700 PRINT 11 routi ne). ( 2) In the Pause OFF status the RHINO 
runs without 11 
710 F'RINT"stopping. The routine can be repeated as many 
ti mes as needed, 11 
720 PF\INT 11 but it will go back to the start location between 
r-epeats. The 11 
730 PR I NT 11 ma~·~ i mum number· of steps in a routine is one 
hundred. 11 
740 GDSUB 550 
750 PRINT'' To program a complex task, up to 20 routines 
can be run 11 
760 PRINT"sequentially as a loop.. Each routine can be 
40 
repeated before" 
7 7 0 PR INT 11 go i n g on to the n e;-~ t rout i n e .. E>~ per i men t w i th 
this option .. 11 
780 PRINT'' You wi 11 find it very useful .. 11 
785 PRINT'' Before entering the teach mode, the motor 
configuration" 
786 PR I NT" must be entered and the RH I 1\10 reset to the sta1·-t 
1 ocati on .. 11 
790 PRINT" NOTE: An emergency switch is in the 110V 
power cord of" 
8 00 PR INT " the RH I N 0 p Ot-<J er supp 1 y .. Thi s must be turned OFF i ·f 
any motor on" 
810 PRINT 11 the RHH-10 m- peripheral equipment starts to bind .. 
Other·wi se, 11 
8 2 0 PR I NT " there w i 1 1 pr· ob ab 1 y be damage to the RH IN O. 
is already a" 
8 3 0 PR I NT " sa f et y feature to pr· event the RH H..JO f t- om co 1 1 i d i n g 
into itself." 
840 PRINT"However, it can hit other objects, so be CAREFUL, 
especi a.11 y on 11 
850 PRINT"long moves!" 
860 PRINT 11 If the emergency switch is used, you must 
press the r·ed 11 
870 PRINT''reset button on the computer and start over .. 11 : 
GOSUB 550 : PRINT:PRINT 11 Before proceeding, there 
are a few things to be checked and" 
880 PR I NT 11 done in the following order-. Pl ease, these must 
be done!" 
890 PRINT:PRINT 1'l .. Is the RS-232 cable plugged into the 
bottom of the Model III 11 
900 PRINT" comput.et- and into the RHINO power supply?" 
910 PRINT"2. Is the emergency switch in ON position ? 11 
920 PF\INT 11 3. Is the RHINO power supply plugged into the 110V 
outlet ?" 
930 PRINT"4. Is the dip switch on the controller board at 
position 3 ? 11 
940 PRINT 11 5 .. Connect the motot-s in the configuration you 
need. Note you 11 
950 PRINT'' can only change motors connected at positions 
2, 6, 7, or 8. 11 
960 PRINT"6 .. Turn the controller logic switch ON <lat-ge 
switch). Note the" 
970 PRINT'' power supply light should come on, if not check 
a.l l steps." 
980 PRINT"7. Turn the motor power switch ON (small switch)." 
990 GOSUB 550 
1000 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
1010 PRINTTAB ( 14) 11 You ar·e now ready to start using the 11 
1020 F'RINT:PRINTTAB(12) 11 RHINO :-user Friendly:- Robot Tr-aining 
Aid II 
1030 PF\INT:PF\'.INT:PRINT"Please enter a title for the routine 
41 
you. ar-e going to use .. 11 






II a , 
*************************** 
* INITIALIZE THE SYSTEM * 
*************************** 
1100 CLEAJ;: 500 
1110 DEFINT A-Z 
1120 DEFUSR0=85 
1130 DEFUSR1=80 
'SEND CHARACTERS ON RS-232 
'GET CHARACTERS OFF OF RS-232 
1140 
1150 LL=B : GOSUB 1410 
1160 F5$=B$ : IF F5$= II II THEN F5$= II RH I NO II 
1170 GOSUB 3280 'GET MOTOR CONFIGURATION 









* * * STORE VARIABLES FOR MAIN PROGRAM * 
* * ******************************************* 
1260 ON ERROR GOTO 2970 
1270 CLS:PRINT:PRINTCHR$(23):PRINT :PRINT:PRINT :PRINT 















OPEN 11 0 11 , 1, "RHINO/SA\.' 11 
PRINT #1,F5$ 
FOR I=l TO 8: PRINT #1,NC<I>,XC<I> ~ NEXT I 
FOR I= 1 TO 4 : PR I NT # 1, NN (I) : NEXT I 
CLOSE 
******************************** 
' * LOAD AND RUN MAIN PROGRAM * 
, ******************************** f;'.UN 11 TEACH/ BAS 11 
'STOP ' USED FDR DEBUGGING 
******************************* 
' * INPUT ARRAY OF LENGTH LL * 
, ******************************* B$= II II 
1420 A$== I NKEY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 1420 
1430 IF ASC(A$)=13 THEN RETURN 
1440 IF A$= II !I II THEN PR I NT II NO COMMAS II; : FOR C= 1 TD 2000 : 
NEXT c : PRINT" II; : GOTO 
1420 
1450 IF ASCCA$)=8 THEN L1=LENCB$):IF Ll=O THEN 1410 ELSE 
PRINT AS;:LL=LL+l:IF L1=1 THEN 1410 ELSE 
B$=LEFT$CB$~L1-1) : GOTO 1420 
1460 IF ASC(A$>>127 OR ASC<A$)<32 THEN 1420 
1470 B$=B$+A$ : LL=LL-1 : PRINT A$; 
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* * * RESET FOR THE RHINO FOR THE FIRST TIME  
* * ************************************************* 1550 ' 
1560 DIM INC6>,TNC6> 'DIMENSION LOCAL VARIABLE 
1570 CLS::PRINT:PRINT :PRINT::PRINTCHR$C23) ::PRINT: PRINT 
TAB (6) 11 RESETTING THE RHIN0 11 ='THE FIRST TH1IE THE RHINO 
IS RESET 
1580 GDSUB 2140 
1590 FOR CJ=1 TO 6 : INCCJ)=TNCCJ) :: NEXT CJ 
1600 FOR J=1 TO 6 









ON Cl+INCJ)) GOSUB 2320 ,2210 
NEXT J 
*******************~*************************** 
=' * CHECK MOTOR 2 - MOVE IT TO START LOCATION * 
;t ******k**************************************** IF NN<1>=6 THEN 1870 =' NO MOTOR 2 SO CANNOT RESET . 
CL s :: P Fn l\J T :: P F\I NT TAB < 2 o > 11 RE SET MOTOR 2 11 : PRINT: PR I NT 
F'RINT 11 B - BEGIN THE RESETTING OF MOTOR 2 11 ::PRINT 11 D -
() .. K., THIS IS THE STAF:TINC:J LOCATION 11 :: PRINT:: PF:HH 11 C -
CHANGE DIRECT I ON OF MDTOF\ 2 11 
1 7 o o P Fn NT 11 D - DONE , TH I s r s THE s T 10iF: TING L ocA TI ON 11 :: F'R 1 Nr 1 F 
- FAST, MOVE MOTCJF: FASTER II:: PR I NT 11 s - SLOW DD~JN l\IEAR 
STARTING LOCt~TION 11 :: PF\:INT: PF: INT 
1710 A$=INKEY$ ~ IF A$== 1111 THEN 1710 
1720 IF A$= 11 0 11 THEN 1870 ELSE IF A$< >11 B 11 THEN 1710 
1730 FOR Q=l TO 50 :: NEXT Q 
1740 MT=66:SG=45::CT=100 
1750 GDSUB 2560 
1760 GDSUB 2690:: IF E=O THEN FOR GG=1 TO 20:A$=INKEY$:IF 
A$< >11 II THEN 1780 ELSE NEXT GG : GOSUB 2560 :: GOTO 1760 
1 770 A$= I NKEY$: IF A$= 11 II THEN 1760 
1 780 IF A$:= II c II THEN GOSUB 2890 : IF SG=43 THEN SG=45 : GOTO 
1750 ELSE SG=43 : GOTO 1750 
1790 IF A$= 11 S 11 THEN CT=CT-CT/2::IF CT<5 THEN CT=l :: GOTO 1750 
ELSE 1750 
1800 IF A$= II D II THEN GOSUB 2890 :· GOTO 1870 :0 DONE 
1810 IF A$= 11 F 11 THEN CT=CT+CT : IF CT<5 THEN CT=10 : GOTO 
1750 ELSE IF CT>127 THEN CT=127 :: GOTO 1750 ELSE 1750 







* RESET THE GRASP OR FINGERS <MOTOR 1> * 
******************************************* CLS: PRINT: PFUNTTAB <20) 11 HAND RESET 11 :: PF~INT:: PRINT 11 D -
DONE, THE HAND IS ALREADY CLOSED 11 :PRINT 11 B - BEGIN 
4 -:r ._) 
RESETTING THE HAND IF NOT CLOSED 11 :: PFn NT: PF: I NT 11 S - STOPS 
HAl\m lJ.JHEN 1 T rs CLOSED 11 : PR n,n 11 c - CONT 1 NUE cLos r NG V.JHEN 
THE HP1ND STOPS MDV I NC.~ 11 
1880 A$= I Nl<EY$:: IF A$= II 11 THEN l 880 
1890 IF ?~$==II D II THEN 2070 
1 900 IF f-1$< >II B 11 THEl\I 1880 
1910 FOR Q=l TO 50 : NEXT Q + = CLOSED < 4~5) 
1920 MT=65:SG=45:CT=10 :GOSUB2560 
19::::.o SEJ=4~5: CT= 1 
1940 FOR 1=1 TO 10 
1950 GOSUB 2560 
1960 FOR II=l TO 10 
1 '"=t70 A$== I Nl<:EY$ : IF A$= II s II THEN 2070 
1 980 IF A$= II c fl THE!"-! 1 940 
1990 NEXT II 
2000 NEXT I 
2010 A~i= I NKEY$:: IF A$= II II THEN 2010 
: '. 020 IF A·$= II c II THEN 1 940 
20:~:.o IF A$<> 11 s '1 THEl\.J 201 o 
= OPEN <45) 
2040 ****************************************** 
2050 ' * SET UP RHINO FOR START, OPEN HAND * 
2060 ' ****************************************** 2070 FOR 1=1 TO 8 :TTCI)=O:NEXT I 
2080 MT=65 : SG=45:CT=75:GOSUB2560 
2090 RETUF~N 
2100 ***************************************** 
2110 * FIND WHICH MICROSWITCHES ARE CLOSED * 
2120 * SET FLAG TNC#) - 0 OPEN, 1 - CLOSED * 
2130 ***************************************** 2140 (:JOSUB 2800 
2150 FOR CJ=1 TO 6 :TNCCJ)=l :NEXT CJ 
2160 FOR CJ=6 TO 1 STEP -1 
2170 IR= I-2[(CJ-1> : IF IR<O THEN 2190 
21 BO TN <CJ) =O : I= I -2 [ (CJ -1 ) ~ SWITCH IS OPEN 
2190 NEXT CJ : RETURN 
2200 ************************************* 
2210 ' * MOTOR RESET BUT CHECK F'OSTION * 
2220 , ************************************* 2230 CLS:PRINT:PRINT :PRINTCHR$(23) :PRINT:PRINT :PRINT 
TAB ( 7) II CHEC~::: I NG MOTOR II; CHR$ ( 50+J) 
2240 MT=66+J:SG=43:CT=30:GOSUB2560 
2250 GOSUB 2690 : IF E>O THEN 2250 
2260 FOR C=l TO 100 : NEXT C 
2270 GOSUB 2140 :: IF TNCJ)=1 THEN 2240 
2280 SG=45:GOSUB 2800 :ST=I:CT=l 
2290 GOSUB 2800 :IF I<ST THEN RETURN 
2300 GOSUB 2560 : GOTO 2290 
2310 *********************************************** 
2320 ' * MOTOR NEEDS TD BE RESET AND THEN CHECKED * 
2330 ' *********************************************** 
2340 MT=66+J : CT=50 
44 
2:::;:50 SG=43 
2:::::60 cLs :: PFn NT: PFU NT 11 MOTOR " ; CHR$ < MT-16 > ; 11 rs BE r NG 
RESET II :: PF\'.! NT!! PF\ I NT II B - BEGIN THE RESET I NG OF THE 
MOTOR" :: PR r NT 11 c - CHANGE THE Dr 1;:EcT r ON OF THE 
MOT OF~ II :: PR I NT II s - SLOW DOWN NEAR THE SWITCH II 
· 2370 PR I l\IT 11 F - FASTER, IF SLOliLJ DOWN WAS AT THE WRONG PLACE 11 
2380 PRINT::PRINT''X - STOPS THE. RESETTING IF IN TROUBLE AND 
CHAt'...JGE DI J::;;ECT I ON 11 :: PR I l\IT:: PFn NT 11 ALL OTHER KEYS STOP 
THE MOT I ON II : PF: I NT It PF\ESS B AG?-:i IN TO CONT I NUE II II 
2390 A$= I l\IKEY$:: IF A$·:::> II B II THEN 2390 
2400 FOR Q=l TO 50 : NEXT Q 
2410 GOSUB 2800 : ST=I 
2420 GOSUB 2800 : IF I<ST THEN GOSUB 2890 :: CLS :: GOTO 2230 
24:30 A$= I Nl<EY$ : IF A$< >It 11 THEN 2460 
2440 GOSUB 2690 :IF E=O THEN FOR GG=l TO 20 :A$=INKEY$::IF 
A$< > 11 11 THEN 2460 ELSE NEXT GG : GOSUB 2560: GOTO 2420 
2450 A$= I Nt<EY$: IF A$::: II II THEN 21~40 
2460 IF A$= 11 C 11 THEN IF SG=43 THEN SG=SG+2 :GOTO 2420 ELSE 
SG=4~5: GOTO 2420 
2 4 7 0 I F A$= 11 s II THE 1·;.1 c T = 1 :: GO TO 2 4 20 
2L'J.80 IF A$= 11 F II THEN CT=50 : GOTO 2420 
2490 IF A~>= II x II THEN GOSUB 2890 :: IF SG=45 THEN 23~50 ELSE 
SG=45 : GOTO 2360 
2500 GOSUB 2890 : FOR C=l TO 250 :: NEXT C : GOTO 2360 
2510 
2520 
2530 ***************************** * SEND A MOVE TO A MOTOR * 
2540 
2550 ***************************** 
2560 POKE 16880,MT :X=USROCO) 
OF MOVE 
2570 POKE 16880,SG :X=USROCO> 
~ OUTPUT THE MOTOR AND SIGN 
2580 CC=CT:IF CC>=100 THEN POKE 16880,49 :X=USROCO) 
:CC=CC-100 ~ CHECK IF OVER 100, IF SO OUTPUT A ONE 
2590 W=INTCCC/10) :: CC=CC-W*10 ~ FIND TENS + ONES 
2600 POKE 16880,W+48 :: X=USROCO> ~ THEN OUTPUT THEM 
2610 POKE 16880,CC+48 :X=USROCO) 




2650 ~ ********************************** 
2660 ~ * GET THE NUMBER OF COUNTS LEFT * 
2670 ********************************** 2680 ~ 
2690 POKE 16880,MT : X=USROCO) ' OUTPUT THE MOTOR AND A 
!' ?' 
2700 POKE 16880,63 :: X=USRO<O> 
2710 X=USR1CO> ~ GET RESPONSE 
2720 E=PEEK(16872>-32 ~ A RHINO FIX 
2730 IF E<O THEN E=128+E 







* GET MIRCOSWITCH'S VALUE * 
****************************** 
2800 POKE 16880,73: X=USROCO) OUTPUT AN 'I' TO GET THE 
STATUS OF MICRO-SWITCHES 
2810 X=USR1CO> ' GET RESPONSE 
2820 I=PEEKC16872)-32 ' I= VALUE FROM 0 TO 63 






* STOP A MOTOR IN MOTION * 
***************************** 2880 
2890 POKE 16880,MT :X=USROCO> 
MOTOR AND A ='X=' 
2900 POKE 16880,88 :X=USROCO) 
2910 F~ETURN 
2920 






* DI SK ERROR SUBROUTINE - FOR SAVING AND LOADING * 
**************************************************** 2960 
2970 E2=ERR/2+1 ' GET ERROR CODE 
2980 IF E2<51 THEN ERROR E2 NOT A DISK ERROR 
2990 CLOSE:: CLS: PRINT:PRINT 11 ******* DISK ERROR 
* * * * * * * 
11 
: PF\I NT 3000 IF E2=53 THEN 3170 ELSE IF E2=54 THEN 3120 
3010 IF E2=62 THEN RESUME 3030 ELSE IF E2=65 THEN 3110 
3020 RESUME =' CAUSE ERROR TO HAPPEN AGAIN - SAME LINE 
30:::;:0 ON ERF\OF\ GOTO 3040 :: KILL 11 RHINO/SAV 11 : PFUNT 11 
**** DISK IS FULL **** 11 : PRINT:: GOTO 3050 
3040 E2=ERF\./ 2+ 1 : IF E2< >54 THEN ERROR E2 ELSE PR I NT II 
**** DISK IS FULL ****":PRINT 
3050 PRINT 11 To elevate this pr~oble·m you could (1) delete some 
old files 
using disk access mode or (2) put a new RHINO master disk 
<with 
room on it) in drive #0 and try saving on it. 
NOTE: MUST changethe disk in drive #0 before pressing a key 
to 
continue !I "; 
3060 PRil\IT 11 al so nevet- insert a disk when the red 
1 i ght is on ! ! ( 3) can not made enough room so, must 
quit and tr-·y again 1 at.er. 11 
3070 PFnNT 11 ENTER CHOICE <AFTER DOING REQUIRED STEPS) 
3080 A$= I N~:::EY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 3080 
3090 IF A$= 11 1" THEN RESUME 3960 
3100 IF A$="2" THEN RESUME 1270 
'"";\II" 
: ' 
3110 IF A$<> 11 3 11 THEN :::::070 ELSE CMD 11 s II 
31 2 0 p RI NT II * * * * BAD FI LE l\JAME * * * * II : p R I NT : p RI l\lT 
"FILENAME 11 ;FF$; 11 IS NOT AN APPROPRIATE FILENAME SO, 
TF\Y AGAIN II :: PR I NT : PFU NT:: PF<! NT II PRESS ANY KEY TO 
CONTINUE" 
3 i::::.o A$= I Nl<EY$: 1 FA$=" " THEN 3 :1. 30 ELSE RESUME 3960 
46 
3 1 4 0 F' FU NT II * * * * F I LE N 0 T FOUND * * * * II : F' R I NT : F' F: I NT 
II FILENAME II ; FF~*>; II DOES NOT Ex I ST - PLEASE CHECK THE 
DIRECTORY 
AND TFf'r' AG~l IN 11 
3150 PR I NT: F'F\I NT:: PR I NT 11 PRESS ANY KEY TO CONT I NUE" 
3160 ?~$= INl<EY$: IFA$= II II THEN 3160 ELSE RESUME 3960 
::::. 1 7 0 p FU NT II * * * * BAD F ILE NUMBER * * * * II : PR I NT: p FU NT 
I! TH Is Is CAUSE BY NOT HAVING ENOUGH FI LES 11 
3180 PRINT 11 YOU SHOULD START OVER <REBOOT) AND ANSWER THE 
STP1RT I NG QUEST I ON II: PR I NTCHR$ ( 34) ; II HOW MANY FI LES ? 
11
; CHR$ (34); 11 WITH AT LEAST ONE II 
3190 PR I NT II GOOD LUCK PRESS ANY ~<EY TO CONT I NUE II 









* * * FIND THE MOTOR CONFIGURATION * 
* * 
*********************************** 
3280 DIM NNC4>,NCCB>,XCC8) 'DIMENSION VARIABLES SET IN 
THE SUBFmUT I NE 
3290 DIM AM$C6>,NF<4> 'DIMENSION LOCAL VARIABLES 
3300 AM$ ( 1 ) =II CAF\OUSEL II : Al'"l$ ( 2) =II CON\.'EYOR II : AM$ ( 3) =II LI NEAR 
BASE" 
:3310 AM$(4)= 11 WAIST 11 : AM$(5)= 11 WF\IST - ROTATIONAL": 
AM$(6)= 11 NONE 11 
3320 NN<1>=1 : NN<2>=4 : NNC3)=3 :NNC4>=5 
.......... 4.-
. .:: •. .::. lJ 
3:::::50 
3360 
NFC1>=2 : NFC2)=6 : NFC3>=7 : NFC4>=8 
**** PRINT INFORMATION OUT **** 
CLS : PFUNT Tf~B <22) "MOTOR CONFIGUF~ATION 11 
PF\INTTAB (20) 11 1 - GRASP or FINGERS":: PRINTTAB (20) 11 2 -
II ; AM$ ( NN ( 1 ) ) 
3370 PFnNTTAB c20> 11 3 WRIST - AZIMUTHAL 11 :: PRil\ITTAB <20> 11 4 -
FOREARM":PRINTTAB<20) 11 5 - SHOULDER 11 






PF\ I NT TAB ( 20) CHR$ ( 52+ I ) ; II - II ; AM$ ( NN ( I ) ) 
NEXT I 
PRINTTAB(6)"** MAY CHANGE LOCATION OF MOTORS 2,6,7,B 
ONLY ** 11 
PFUNTTAB ( 1); 11 MOTORS AND THERE POSSIBLE LOCATIONS 
- DEFAULT LOCATION) 11 
PR I NT TAB ( 6) AM~*> ( 1) ; II 
ONL y) II 
(, 2, !I 6 !I 7 !I 8) II; TAB ( 38) ; AM$ ( 2) ; II 




3450 PRINT TAB (6) At1$ (5); II (6, 7, :- 8=') II; TAB (38); AM$ (6); II - NO 
MOT OF~ ATTACHED II 
3460 , ***** ENTER THE LOCATION *** 
34 7 0 PR I NT ;J) 9 6 0 , 11 ENT E F\ L OCA T I ON T 0 BE CHANGED ( 2, 6 , 7 , or 8 ) m-
0 i f 0" I<.. ? 11 ; 
3480 A$=INl<EY$:: IF A$= 1111 THEN 3480 
3490 IF A$= II(> II THEN 3600 
3500 IF A$= 11 2 11 THEN N=1 : GOTO 3530 
3510 IF A$< 11 6 11 OF\ A$ > 11 B 11 THEN 3480 
3520 N=VAL.(A$)-4 
3530 PR I NT;j)960, CHF~$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT:J.)960, 11 ENTER THE MOTOR TO BE 
AT THE II ; A$; 11 LOCATION ? II;: : LL=20: GOSUB 14 l 0 
3540 FOR I=l TO 6 , CHECK TO FIND WHICH MOTOR SELECTED 
3550 IF LEFT$CB$,3)=LEFT$(AM$CI>,3> THEN 
NNCN>=I:PRINT@960,CHR$C30);:GOTO 3350 
3 56 0 NE x T I : p F: I NT ;J) 9 6 0 , CHR$ ( 30 ) ; :: p FU NT;J) 9 60' B $ ; 11 I s N 0 T A 
MDTOR,TRY AGAIN"; 
3570 FOR I=1 TO 1500: NEXT I:PRINT@960,CHR$C30>; : GOTO 
3470 
3580 , ***** CHECK IF TWO OF MORE MOTORS OF THE SAME **** 
359 0 , ***** EXCEPT 6CNONE) ALSO IF CORRECT CONNECTION TO 2 
** 3600 FOR J=1 TO 3 
3610 TP=NNCJ):IF TP=6 THEN 3650 
3620 FOR I=J+i TO 4 
3630 IF TP=NN<I> THEN 3700 
3640 NEXT I 
36~i0 NEXT J 
3660 FOR 1=2 TO 4 : IF NN<I>=2 THEN 3690 : NEXT I 
3670 IF NNC1>=1 OR NN<1>=2 OR NNC1)=6 THEN CLS : GOTO 3750 
3680 PR I NT ;J)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT:J)960, 11 AN INCORRECT MOTOR IS 
CONNECTED TO MOTOR 2, PLEASE CORRECT 11 ; : GOTO 3710 
36 9 0 PR I NT ;J) 9 60 , C HR$ ( 30 ) ; : PR IN T;J) 9 60, 11 THE CONVEY OR CAN ONL 'J'° 
BE CONNECTED TO MOTOR 2, PLEASE CORRECT''; : GOTO 3710 
3700 PFU NT:i>960, CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT:i>960, 11 TWO OR MORE LOCATIONS 
HAVE THE SAME MOT OF<, PLEASE CORRECT 11 ; 
3710 FOR C=l TO 1500:NEXTC :PRINT@960,CHR$(30>; :GOTO 3350 
3720 **************************************************** 3730 , * READ IN LIMITS FOR THIS MOTOR CONFIGURATION * 
3740 , **************************************************** 3750 READ NCC1>,XCC1) 
3760 FOR I=3 TO 5 : READ NC<I>,XCCI> : NEXT I 
3770 FOR I=l TO 6 : FOR J=l TO 4 
3780 IF NN<J>=I THEN READ NCCNF<J>>,XC<NFCJ)) :IF I<6 THEN 
3800 
3790 NEXT J :READ C,C 
3800 NEXT I : RETURN 
3810 ************************************ 
3820 * LIMITS FOR ALL POSSIBLE MOTORS * 
3830 ************************************ 
48 
3840 DATA -45,75,-2000,1750 :="MDTOR 
GRASP,WRIST-AZIMUTHAL <1,3) 
3850 DATA -950,1200,-1000,650 :~MOTOR FORARM,SHDULDER 
<4,5) 
3860 DATA -7000,7000,-10000,10000 
3870 DATA 0,4750,-1700,700 
3880 DATA -3000,3000,0,0 
3890 DATA O,O,O,O 
3900 DATA O,O,O,O 
3C.f10 
::~MOTOR CAR,CDN 
: :•MOTOR LIN, WPiI 
: ~MOTOR WR I, NOl\JE 





* DISK DIR AND DELETING FILES * 
************************************* 39~_;0 
:860 DN ERROF\ GOTO 2970 :: CLS :: CMD II D: 0 II :: PF\l NT CHF~~; ( 15) 
3970 PF\INT"THE FILES vJITH /RHN AT THE END ARE ROUTINE FILES 
AND": PF\INTTAB ( 15) II /LOP AT THE El"\ID ARE LOOP FILES" 
3980 PR I NT:j)832, 11 DID YOU WANT TO DELETE < D) A FI LE OF: TF::Y 
SAVING (S) AGAIN ? 11 
::990 A$= I Nl<EV$:: IF A$= II 11 THEN 3990 
4000 IF A$= 11 S 11 THEN 1270 ELSE IF A$<> 11 D 11 THEN 3990 
4 0 1 0 PR I NT ;j)9 60, 11 ENTER THE TYPE 0 F F I LE TO BE DELETED; 1- / 1::-.: HN 
2 - /LOP ? 11 ;: 
4020 A$= H-.IKEY$ :: IF A$= II 11 THEN 4020 
4030 IF A$< II 1 11 OR A$> 11 2 11 THEN 4020 ELSE DK='v'AL (A$) 
4040 PF\I NT ;j)960, CHR~f; ( 30) ;; :: PR I NT ;J)960, 11 ENTER THE FILENAME 
OF THE FI LE TD BE DELETED ? II ; 
4050 LL=8 :: GDSUB 1410 
4060 IF B$= II II THEN PR I NT:i>960' CHF\$ ( 30) ; PR I l\ff;J)960 II MUST 
ENTER A FILENAME, TRY AGAIN 11 ; : FOR I=l TO 300 : NEXT C 
: PRINT @960,CHR$C30);: GOTO 3960 
4 0 7 0 FF$= B $+Ty$ (DK ) : p R I 1\1T:J.)960 , CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR IN T;j) 9 60, II A RE 
YOU SUl=.:E YOU WANT II; FF$; II TO BE DELETED ? II; 
4080 A$= I N~<EY$ :: IF A$= II 11 THEN 4080 
4090 POKE 16420,1 : POKE 16912,40: OUT 236,8 
4100 IF A$< >II y II THEN PR I NT CHR$ ( 30) ; : GOTO 3960 
4110 PF: I NT ;j)c.f60, CHR·$ ( 30) ; : PF<I NT :J)960, II~::: I LL I NG 
II~ CHR$ (244) = CHR$ <245) = CHR·$ (246) = 11 II; FF$ 
4120 KiLL FF$: ~OR C=l TO. 100: NEX~ C :PRINT@960,CHR$(30>; 
: GOTO 3960 
APPENDIX F 
Flowchart for TEACH/BAS 
FLOWCHART FOR TEACH/BAS 
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Reinitialize system 
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Edit a routine 
with the arrows 
Run a loop 
-----of routines 
Exit teach mode 
Subroutine 




Program Listing of TEACH/BAS 
100 
110 ************************************** 
120 * * 
130 * ROBOT TRAINING AID MAY 1983 * 
140 * BY * 
150 * DON WASHBURN * 
160 * * 
170 ************************************** 180 
190 NOTE : RHINO USES LABELS FOR MOTORS AS A TO H BUT, I 
CHANC3ED 




230 * INITIALIZE THE SYSTEM * 
240 *************************** 250 
'SEND CHAR ON RS-232 
'GET CHAR OFF OF RS-232 
260 CLEAR 2500 
270 DEFINT A-Z 
280 DEFU~31:;: 0=85 
290 DEFUSP1=BO 
300 DIM NC100,B>, l\12 < 1 00, 8) , MC ( 8) , DC ! U3) , TT ( 8) , M ( 8) , 
S<B >,TY$(2),T2$(2) 
310 DIM PP$< 2 >,RN$ C20>,RNC20>,F$C2),M$C2>,NCC8),XCCB>,NNC4) 
~LV ***************************************************** 330 ' * LOAD THE VARIABLE SET IN STARTUP FOR RHINO/SAV * 
340 , ***************************************************** 350 E5=3 : ON ERROR GOTO 2520 
360 OPEN II I 11 , 1' II RH I NO/SA\) II 
370 INPUT #1,FF$ 
3 8 0 FD F~ I = 1 T 0 8 : I NP UT # 1 , NC ( I ) , X C < I ) 
390 FOR I=l TO 4 INPUT #1,NNCI) 
400 CLOSE 





440 * SET UP VARIABLES AND DEFAULT VALUES * 
450 ***************************************** 460 
4 70 PP$ ( 0) =II ON II : PP$ ( 1 ) =II OFF II : M$ ( 1 ) =II II : M$ ( 2) =II II 
TY$ ( 1) =II /RHN II:: TY$ ( 2) =II /LOP II: T2$ ( 1) =II ROUT I NE;< s II: 
T2~i (2) ="LOOP=' 8 11 : TL=O : F$ ( 1 >=FF$ : F$ (2) =FF$ 
480 M=l :B1=100: B2=10: YY=O:PP=O: LG=O:FC=O: FY=O:Y5=0 
'HIGHEST STEP IN ARRAY AT PRESENT, SET THE TWO 
INCREMENTS, AND SET FLAG VARIABLES 
490 FOR I=l TO 8 : TT<I>=O :NEXT I 
500 FOR J=O TO 1 : FOR I=l TO 8 
510 N<J,I>=O CLEAR ARRAY FOR STEPS TO BE ADDED AND 




550 * * 
560 * SCREEN DISPLAY * 
570 * * 
580 ****************************** 590 
600 CLS , PRINT OUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR TEACH MODE ON SCREEN 
610 F'F\INTTAB (24) "RHINO TEACH MODE 11 :: PRINTTAB (22) "ROUTINE 
TITLE ";F$(1) 
="7 
._• . .:..· 
62 0 p R INT 11 ) - RUN A L 0 0 F' OF R 0 u TI NE II ; :: PF\I 1··-.1TT AB ( 35) ; II CLE AR -
SETS STAFff LOCATION" 
630 PRINT 11 * - REINITIALIZE THE SYSTEM 11 
640 PF~INT 11 P - CHANGE PAUSE STATUS 11 :: PRINT 11 -= - RESET THE 
R 1-1 I N 0 ( s H I FT ;J) ) II 
650 PRINTCHR$(123) 11 - ERASE THIS STEP AND BACK ONE <LEFT 
ARF.:OW) II :: PR I NTCHF.:$ ( 125) 11 - ERASE TH Is STEP (RIGHT AF.:ROW) II 
660 PF.: I NT II L - CHANGE INCREMENT \JALUES II :: PR I NT II 0 - INCREMENT 
STEP NUMBEf-'. (TO F.:ECOF.:D A STEP) II :: pp I NT II+ - ADD A LONG 
MOVE TD ONE MOTOF.: II 
670 PR I NT II> - F.:UN TH If} ROUT I NE II:: PF.: I NT II? - EXIT TEACH MODE 11 
675 PFUNT 11 = - DIS~::: FILE ACCESS" 
680 PR I NT;J.)2:34, II PAUSE f;TATUS - II; :: PR I NT;J.)249, PP$ (pp) ; 
690 FOR DX=l TO 8 
700 PR I NT;J.)241 +DX *64, CHF.:$ ( 48+DX) ; 11 - II; 
7:LO NEXT DX 
720 PR I NT;J)B 10, 11 STEP NUMBER - II; : PR I NT:J.)825, M; 
730 PR I NT;J)St.8, II HIGH - 11 ; :: PR I NT;i)886, II LOW - II; : PR I NT:J.)875, 
STR$(81);:: PPINT@B91, STR$<B2>; 
740 IF FC=1 OR M>1 THEN 1490 
750 FOR I=1 TO 50 
760 PRINT ;i)960, "MO~'E TO THE STAF\TING LOCATION AND PRESS 
CLEAF\ <DEFAULT-ALL 0) 11 ; 
770 FOR C=1 TO 20 :NEXT C:: PRINTCHR$(29);CHR$(30>; :: NEXT I 
780 GOTO 1490 
790 
800 ***************************************** 
810 * * 
820 * CHECK TO SEE IF A MOTOR IS MOVING * 
830 * OVER OR UNDER IT,S LIMITS * 
840 * AND COUNT THE STEPS MOVED * 
850 * * 
860 ***************************************** 
870 
880 ZT=NC<T>-TT<T> : IF ZT<O THEN ZT=TT<T>-XC<T> GOTO 930 
, DETERMINE IF OVER OR UNDER THE LIMIT 
890 PRINT @960, 11 MOTOR II; CHR$ (48+T); 11 IS UNDER IT=' s LIMIT BY 
11 ;ZT; 11 STEPS, PLEASE BE CAREFUL 11 ; 
900 FOR C=l TO 1000 :NEXT C , TIME DELAY 
910 PRINT@960,CHR$(30>; : TTCT>=TT<T>-CT BECAUSE 
54 
OVER OR UNDER ADD COUNT BACK IN 
920 IF LG=O THEN 1600 ELSE LG=2 :RETURN 
9 3 0 p F: I NT ;j) 9 6 0 , II M 0 T OF: II ; CH F: $ ( 4 8 + T ) ; II I s 0 'v' ER I T , s L I M I T By 
";ZT;" STEPS, PLEASE BE CAREFUL 11 ; 
940 GDTD 900 
950 







***** MOVE 4 ,CHECK 5 IF + OR - ****** 
IF TTC5>>0 THEN 1070 
1020 ***** 5 IS -, SO D,S LIMITS = -950+u8C5> & 1200+(5) 
*** 1030 IF . TTCT><O THEN CP=NC(T)+.8*TTC5) : IF TT<T>>=CP THEN 
1110 ELSE ZT=CP-TTCT> : GOTO 890 
1040 IF TTCT><=XC<T>+TTC5) THEN 1110 ELSE 
ZT=TTCT>-<XC<T>+TTC5)) :GOTO 930 
1050 
1060 ***** 5 IS +, SO D,S LIMITS = -950+1.5(5) & 1200 
*** 1070 IF TTCT><O THEN CP=NCCT>+1u5*TT(5) :IF TT<T>>=CP THEN 
1110 ELSE ZT=CP-TT<T>: GOTO 890 
1080 IF TTCT>>XCCT> THEN ZT=TT<T>-XCCT> 
1090 
GOTO 930 
1100 ***** MOVE 4 SO CHECK IF 3 LIMITS CHANGED ** 
1110 IF TT<T><O THEN 1140 
1120 IF TTC3><0 THEN CP=NC(3)+1.7*-TT<T> : IF TT<3>>=CP THEN 
1430 ELSE 1160 
1130 IF TTC3><=XCC3)+TTCT> THEN 1430 ELSE 1160 
1140 IF TTC3><0 THEN CP=NC(3)+TT<T>: IF TTC3>>=CP THEN 1430 
ELSE 1160 
1150 IF TTC3><=XCC3)+2*TTCT> THEN 1430 ELSE 1160 
1160 PF: I NT;j)960, 11 MOTOR 4 IS MDV I NG INTO MOTOR 3 LIMIT HAVE TO 
MO\.'E ::: FIRST II; : GOTO 900 
1170 , 
1180 , ***** MOVE 3, CHECK 4 IF + DR - **** 
1190 IF TTC4><0 THEN 1260 
1200 
1210 ' ***** 4 IS + SO 3,S LIMITS = -2000+1.7(4) & 1750C4>D 
*** 1220 IF TT<T><O THEN CP=NCCT>+1.7*TTC4) : IF TT<T>>=CP THEN 
1430 ELSE ZT=CP-TT<T> : GOTO 890 
1230 IF TT<T><=XCCT)+TTC4) THEN 1430 ELSE 
ZT=TT<T>-<XC<T>+TT(4)) : GOTO 930 
1240 
1250 , ***** 4 IS -, SO 3,S LIMITS = -2000+(4) & 1750+2(4) 
*** 
1260 IF TT<T><O THEN CP=NC<T>+TT<4>: IF TTCT>>=CP THEN 1430 
ELSE ZT=CP-TT<T> : GOTO 890 
1270 IF TTCT><=XC<T>+2*TTC4) THEN 1430 ELSE 
ZT=TT<T>-<XC<T)+2*TT<4>> : GOTO 930 
1280 
1290 ~ ***** MOVE 5 BUT CHECK IF 4 LIMIT~s CHANGED *** 
1300 IF TT<T>>O THEN 1330 
1310 IF TTC4><0 THEN CP=NC<4>+.8*TT<T> : IF TTC4>>=CP THEN 
1430 ELSE 1350 
1320 IF TTC4><=XCC4>+TTCT> THEN 1430 ELSE 1350 
== 
,.J ...... 
1330 IF TTC4><0 THEN CP=NCC4)+1"5*TT<T> : IF TTC4> >=CP THEN 
1430 ELSE 1 ~550 
1340 GOTO 1430 
1 3 50 PR I NT ;j)9 60 , 11 MOT OR 5 IS M OV I NG I NT 0 MOTOR 4 L IM IT HA\.' E 
TO MO'v'E 4 FIRST II; : GOTO 900 
1360 ************************************* 
1370 ~ * MOVE MOTOR PER KEY ENTERED * 
1380 , ************************************* 
1390 TT<T>=TT<T>+CT:IF T=4 THEN 990 
1400 IF T=3 THEN 1190 
1410 IF TTCT><NCCT) OR TTCT>>XCCT> THEN 880 CHECK IF OVER 
LIMITS 
1420 IF T=5 THEN 1300 
1430 IF LG=1 THEN RETURN ELSE N<M,T>=NCM~T>+CT:IF CT<O THEN 
SG=45 ELSE SG=43~AND COUNTS THEN DETERMINE SIGN OF MOVE 
1440 CT=ABSCCT>:MT=T+64:GOSUB 4980 ~ MOVE THE MOTOR 
1450 GOSUB 5110 : IF E>O THEN 1450 ~ IF DONE ? 
1460 ***** * *********************************** 
1470 ~ * PRINT OUT # OF STEPS FOR EACH MOTOR * 
1480 , ***************************************** 
1490 FOR DX=l TO 8 ~PRINT OUT # OF STEPS FOR EACH JOINT 
1 5 0 0 p R I NT ;1J 2 4 5 + D x * 6 4 ' TT ( D x ) ; II 
1510 NEXT DX 







* * * GET INPUT FOR KEYBROAD AND TEST TO SEE * 






1600 A$= I l\W:EY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 1600 
1610 IF A$= 11 L 11 THEN GOSUB 2260 :GOTO 
SPECIAL COMMAND 
1620 IF A$= r.ll THEN YY=1 : GOSUB 4710 
16::::;0 IF A$= *II THEN 27 60 
1640 IF A$= p II THEl\I GOSUB 2680 : GOTO 
1650 IF A$= ) 11 THEN Y5=0 :GOSUB 6690: 
1660 IF A$= ? 11 THEN 3120 
1670 IF A$= 0 11 THEN 2150 
1600 ~ CHECK 





1680 IF A$= >II THEN GOSUB 3700 PR I NT;J)825 !' M; GOTO 1490 
1690 IF A$= =II THEN · GOSUB 5400 GOTO 600 
1700 IF A$= + 11 THEN 3290 










































IF ASCCA$)=8 THEN GOSUB 3560 : GOTO 
IF ASCCA$)=9 THEN GOSUB 3460 : GOTO 
, ******************************* 
' * CHECK FOR MOTOR KEY NOW * 
, ******************************* IF A$== II 1 II THEN CT=5 : T= 1 : GOTO 1390 
TO M0 1v'E <T> 
IF A$="Q 11 THEN CT=1 :T=1:GOTO 1390 
<CT) 
IF A$= 11 A11 
IF A$= 11 Z 11 
IF A$= 11 2 11 
IF A$= 11 W11 
IF A$= 11 S 11 
IF A$= 11 x II 
IF A$= 11 3 11 
IF A$= 11 E 11 
IF A$= 11 D 11 
IF A$= 11 C 11 
IF A$= 11 4 11 
IF A$= 11 R 11 
IF A$= 11 F 11 
IF A$= 11 V 11 
IF A$= 11 5 11 
IF A$= 11 T 11 
IF A$= 11 G11 
IF A$= B" 
IF A$= 6 11 
IF A$= Y11 
IF A$= H 11 
IF A$= N" 
IF A$= 7 11 
IF A$= 11 U11 
IF A$= II J II 
IF A$= 11 M11 
IF A$= 11 8 11 
IF A$= 11 I 11 
IF A$= 11 K 11 
































CT=-1 :T=l:GOTO 1390 
CT=-5 :T=l:GOTO 1390 
CT=Bl :T=2:GOTO 1390 
CT=B2 :T=2:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B2:T=2:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B1:T=2:GOTO 1390 
CT=Bl :T=3:GOTO 1390 
CT=B2 :T=3:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B2:T=3:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B1:T=3:GOTO 1390 
CT=B1 :T=4:GOTO 1390 
CT=B2 :T=4:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B2:T=4:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B1:T=4:GOTO 1390 
CT=Bl :T=5:GOTO 1390 
CT=B2 :T=5:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B2:T=5:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B1:T=5:GOTO 1390 
CT=Bl :T=6:GOTO 1390 
CT=B2 :T=6:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B2:T=6:GOTO 1390 
CT=-B1:T=6:GOTO 1390 
CT=Bl :T=7:GOTO 1390 

















'FIND WHICH MOTOR 
~AND THE COUNTS 
**************************************************** 
* INCREMENT THE STEP COUNTER AND CHECK IF OVER * 
2130 ' * THE LIMIT, AND PRINT WARNING IF CLOSE TO LIMIT * 
2140 **************************************************** 2150 M=M+ 1 : IF M > 100 THEN M= 100 : PR I NT;j)960, "YOU EXCEED 
THE MAXIMUM STEP SIZE OF 100 11 ;:GOTO 2220' OVER THE 
LIMIT OF ROUTINE ARRAY 
2160 FOR CI=l TO 8 
2170 N<M,CI)=O 
2180 NEXT CI 
2190 PRINT @825,M; 
2200 IF M<85 THEN 1600 
2210 DF= 100-M: PR I NT:J>960, II ONL y II; DF; II STEPS LEFT, so FIN I SH 
UP 11 ; 
2220 FOR C=l TO 1500:NEXT C:PRINT@960,CHR$(30>;:GOT01580 
2230 ~ ********************************** 
2240 ~ * ENTER NEW INCREMENT VALUES * 
2250 ~ ********************************** 2260 PF\I NT;J)960' II ENTER THE LOW INCREMENT VALUE ? II; 
57 
2270 GOSUB 2560 :IF VV=O THEN PRINT@860,CHR$<30>;:GOTO 2260 
2280 PR I NT;J)960' CHR$ ( 30) ; : IF B$< >II II THEN B2=VAL ( B$) 
2290 PF\INT :J.)960, 11 ENTER THE HIGH INCREMENT VALUE ? 11 ; 
2300 GOSUB 2560:IF VV=O THEN PRINT@960,CHR$(30);:GOTO 2290 
2 3 1 0 p F\ I NT ;j) 9 6 0 , c HR ~fl ( 3 0 ) ; : I F B $ < > II II THEN B 1 =VAL ( B $ ) 
2320 IF B1>B2 THEN 2360 
2330 PFU NT ;J><J>60, 11 HIGH VALUE MUST BE LARGER THAN LOW VALUE, 
TRY AGAIN 11 ; 
2340 FOR DD=l TO 1000 :NEXT DD 
2350 PRINT@ 960,CHR$(30>; : GOTO 2260 
2360 IF Bl> 127 THEN PRINT;J)960, "THE INCREMENT VALUES MUST BE 
LESS THAN 127, T~:Y AGAIN II ; : GOTO 2340 
2370 IF B2< 1 THEl\I PRINT;J>960, 11 THE INCREMENT VALUES MUST BE 
POSTIVE, TRY AGAIN 11 ;:GOTO 2340 
2380 PR I NT;J.)875, STR$ ( B 1) ; II II; : PR I NT;J)891, STl=i'.$ ( B2) ; II II 11 , 
2:::90 RETURN 
2400 ******************************* 
2410 ~ * INPUT ARRAY OF LENGTH LL * 
2420 , ******************************* 24:::0 B$= II II 
2440 A$= I Nl<EY$ : IF A~i= II II THEN 2440 
2450 IF ASC(A$)=13 THEN RETURN 
2460 IF A$= II ' II THEN PR I NT 11 NO COMMAS II ; 
NEXT c : PRINT II 
GOTO 2440 
FOR C=1 TO 2000 
II " , 
2470 IF ASC(A$)=8 THEN L1=LEN(B$):IF Ll=O THEN 2430 ELSE 
PRINT A$;:LL=LL+l:IF Ll=l THEN 2430 ELSE 
B$=LEFT$CB$,L1-1) : GOTO 2440 
2480 IF ASCCA$))127 OR ASCCA$)(32 THEN 2440 
2490 B$=B$+A$ : LL=LL-1 : PRINT A$; 
2500 IF LL=O THEN RETURN ELSE 2440 
2510 **************************** 
2520 * INPUT A NUMBER SET FLAG * 
2530 * VV=O - BAD NUMBER * 
2540 * =1 - O.K. * 
2550 **************************** 
2560 B$= 1111 : BB=O 
2570 A$=INKEY$ : IF A$= 1111 THEN 2570 
2580 IF ASC<AS>>=48 AND ASCCA$><=57 THEN B$=B$+A$ BB=1 
PRINT A$;:GOTO 2570 
2590 IF ASCCA$)=13 THEN VV=l :RETURN 
2600 IF BB=O AND A$= 11 - 11 THEN B$= 11 - 11 : BB=l :PRINT 8$; :GOTO 
58 
2570 
2610 IF ASCCA$)=8 THEN L1=LENCB$) : IF Ll=O THEN 2570 ELSE 












PF\ I NT ;j)992, " BAD INPUT, TF\Y AGAIN 
FOR DD=l TO 400 : NEXT DD 
PRINT@960,CHR$C30>;:VV=O:RETURN 
************************* 
:o * CHANGE PAUSE STATUS * 
:0 ************************* 
IF PP=O THEN PP=l ELSE PP=O 
PRINT @249,PP$CPP>; : RETURN 
:0 
II • , 
2720 ='***************************************************** 
2730 ='*RESET SYSTEM BY DELETING CURRENT ROUTINE OR RERUN* 
2740 ='***************************************************** 
2750 :0 
2760 PRINT @960, 11 1-DELETE CURRENT ROUTINE,2-RESET SYSTEM AND 
MOTORS,3-CONTINUE ? 11 ; 
2770 A$= I NKEY$ :: IF A$=" 11 THEN 2770 ELSE PR I NT 
:j)96 0 If CHF\$ < 30) ; 
2780 IF A$= 11 1" THEN 2870 
2790 IF AS< > 11 2 11 THEN 1600 
2800 :o ***** RESET SYSTEM BY RE-RUNING THE PROGRAM ***** 
2810 PRINT :j)960, "SURE ABOUT RESETTING SYSTEM, WILL LOSE 
CURRENT ROUTINE + LOOP ? 11 ; 
2820 A$=H-.IKEY$ :: IF A$= 11 11 THEN 2820 ELSE PRINT 
;j)960, CHF:$ C 30) ; 
2830 IF A$< > 11 Y11 THEN 1600 
2840 GOSUB 4750 : MT=65:SG=43:CT=75 : GOSUB 4930 
2850 CMD II I II , II DD STAF\T 11 
2860 :o ***** DELETING CURRENT ROUTINE ***** 
2870 PF\I NT :j)960, 11 SURE ABOUT DELETING CURRENT ROUT I NE, DID 
YOU SAVE IT FIRST ? 11 ; 
2880 A$=INKEY$ : IF A$= 1111 THEN 2880 ELSE PRINT 
:j)960, CHF\$ ( 30) ; 
2890 IF A$< > 11 Y11 THEN 1600 
2900 FOR I=l TO 8 
2910 NC1,I>=TT<I> : NCO,I>=O 
2920 NEXT I 
2930 M=l : FC=O : GOTO 610 
2940 
:oRESET FLAG VARIABLES 
2950 *********************************** 
2960 * CLEAR - SET START LOCATION * 
2970 *********************************** 
2980 IF M=l THEN 3010 ='CHECK IF AT START 
2990 PRINT:j)960, 11 CAN ONLY SET START POSITION AT THE START OF 
THE F\OUT I NE 11 ; 
3000 FOR C=l TO 1000: NEXT C:: PRINT @960,CHR$C30>;:RETURN 
3010 IF FC=O THEN 3050 :o CHECK IF ALREADY SET 
59 
3020 PRINT ;j)960, 11 STAF\T POSITION ALREADY SET, DO YOU WISH TO 
















A$= I Nl<EY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 3030 
IF A$<> II y II THEl'·-,t PR I NT;j)960' CHR$ ( 30) ; : RETURN 
PR I NT ;j)960, CHF~$ ( 30) ; :: PR I NT ;j)960, 11 TH IS IS NOW THE 
STAF~T LOCATION - CONTINUE WITH ROUTINE"; 
FC=l : FOR I=l TO 8 
NCO,I>=TT<I> : NC1,I>=O ' SET START POSITION AND 
ERASE STEP 1 
NEXT I :FOR I=1 TO 1000 NEXT I : PRINT @960,CHR$C30>; 
RETURN 
******************************************* 
* END THE ROUTINE AND SETUP FOR RESTART * 
******************************************* PR I NT;J> 960, 11 ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO END, HAVE YOU 
SAVED YOUR ROUTINE ? 11 ; 
A$= I N~<EY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 3130 
IF A$<> II y II THEN PR I NT;J>960' CHR$ ( 30) ; : GOTO 1600 
PRINT@960,CHR$C30>;:GOSUB 4750 
CT=75:MT=65:SG=43:GOSUB 4980 
CLS: PR I NT: PFn NTCHR$ ( 23) : PF\I NTTAB ( 4) ; 11 MUST TURN BOTH 
SWITCHES 11 ::PRINT::PRINT TAB<2>; 11 0N THE POWER SUPPLY OFF 
I I II 
31 80 p R I NT ;j) 7 6 8, II PRESS AN y KE y WHEN THE y ARE OFF II 
3190 FOR Kl<=l TO 25 :: A$=INJ<EY$: IF A$< >1111 THEN 3210 : NEXT 
l<K 
3200 PRINT @768,CHR$C30); FOR KK=l TO 10: NEXT KK:: GOTO 
::: 180 
3210 CLS :: , CMD II B II , II ON II ENABLE BREAK KEY 








* ADD A LONG MOVE TO * 
* ONE MOTOR * 
************************************* 
3290 PR I NT ;J>960, 11 PRESS THE NUMBER ~<EY OF THE MOTOR TO BE 
USED CO TO RETURN> ? 11 ; 
3300 A$=INKEY$ : IF A$= 1111 THEN 3300 
3310 IF A$< 11 1 11 OF\ A$> 11 8 11 THEN IF A$= 11 0 11 THEN PRINT 
@960,CHR$C30>; : GOTO 1490 ELSE 3300 
3320 MT=VALCA$) 
3 330 PR INT ;J) 9 6 0 , C HR$ ( 30 ) ; : PRINT ;j) 9 6 0, 11 ENTER THE # OF STEPS 
TO BE TAKEN BY MOTOR 11 ;MT; 11 ? 11 ; 
3340 GDSUB 2560 : IF VV=O THEN 3330 
3350 T=MT:CT=VALCB$) 
3360 IF CT=O THEN PRINT @960,CHR$(30>; : GOTO 1490 
3370 LG=l : GOSUB 1390 
3380 IF LG=2 THEN PRINT@960,CHR$(30);:LG=O: GOTO 1600 
3390 FOR I=l TO 8 : MC<I>=O : NEXT I 
3400 MC<MT>=CT : NCM,T>=NCM,T>+CT : GOSUB 4240 
3410 LG=O:PRINT @960,CHR$C30>;:GOTO 1490 
3420 
3430 ********************************************** 
3440 * RIGHT ARROW KEY - DELETE THIS STEP * 
3450 ********************************************** 
60 
3460 PFn NT :))960, 11 ARE YOU SURE, YOU WANT TO DELETE TH IS STEP 
<Y or N) ?"; 
34 70 A$= I Nl<EY$ : IF P1$= II II THEN 34 70 ELSE PR I NT 
;))960, CHF:$ ( 30) ; : IF A$<> II y II THEN RETURN 
3480 FOR I=l TO 8 
3490 MC<I>=-NCM,I>:TT<I>=TT<I>-N<M,I> N<M,I>=O 
3500 NEXT I 
3510 GOSUB 4240 : RETURN 
3520 *************************************** 
3530 ' * LEFT ARROW KEY - DELETE THIS STEP * 
3540 7 * AND ONE BACK FROM THIS ONE * 
3550 *************************************** 
3560 PF: I NT ;])960, 11 ARE YOU SUl::-.:E, YOU WANT TO DELETE TH IS STEP 
AND ONE BACK (Y, N) ? 11 ; 
3~570 A~i= I NKEY$ : IF A$= II 11 THEN 3570 ELSE PR I NT 
;J)960 !I CHR$ ( 30) ; : IF A$<> II y II THEN RETURN 
3580 IF M>1 THEN 3620 
3590 PR I NT ;i)'7>60, 11 AT STEP ONE, CAN NOT 
3600 FOR I=l TO 1000 : NEXT I 
GO BAC~:::WARDS I II .. 
. !I 
3610 PRINT @960,CHR$(30>; : RETURN 
3620 GOSUB 3480 : M=M-1 : GOSUB 3480 p R I NT ;j) 8 2 5 :; M ; 11 11 ; 
RETURN 
3630 , 
3640 ********************************** 3650 , 















* RUN A ROUTINE SUBROUTINE * 
* * ********************************** 
PF\I NT:J>960, 11 ENTER :fF OF REPEATS FOF\ TH IS ROUT I NE ( 0 TO 
F\ETURN) ? II ; : GOSUB2560 
PRINT@960,CHR$(30); : IF VV=O THEN 3700 ELSE 
R~:=ABS (VAL ( B$) ) 
IF RR=O THEN RETURN 
FOF\ LR= 1 TO RR 
IF PP=O THEN PRINT @960,CHR$C30); : FOR DX=l TD 8 
: PR I NT:J>245+DX *64, TT (DX) ; II II; : NEXT DX 
IF PP=O THEN GOSUB 4870 ELSE GOSUB 4880 'RESET THE 
RHINO TO THE STARTING LOCATION 
LP= 1 : IF PP=O THEN PR I NT ;J.)984 !I II RUNNING II; F$, II 
R () u T I NE II ; : p R I NT ;J) 8 2 5 !I L p ; II II ; 
FOR LP=l TO M ' LOOP THOUGH ALL MOVES 
TP=O ' SET FLAG 
FOR I=l TO 8 
MC<I>=NCLP,I):TT<I>=TT<I>+MCCI) 
SUBROUTINE 
' STORE FOR MOVE 
3810 IF MC<I><>O THEN TP=l IF THIS MOTOR MOVES SET 
FLAG TO 1 
3820 NEXT I 
3830 IF TP=l THEN GOSUB 4240 CALL MOVE SUBROUTINE IF 
AT LEAST ONE MOTOR MOVED 
3840 IF FY=l THEN 3870 
3850 FOR DX= 1 TO 8 :: PR I NT ;j)245+DX *64, TT (DX) ; II II; : NEXT 
DX 
3860 PRINT @825,LP; 
3870 IF PP=l THEN 3960 
3880 PR H..JT ;i)960, II THE II~ LP; II STEP OUT OF II; t1; II* F'-PAUSE 
STATUS, S-STOP, C-CONTINUE ? 11 ; 
3890 A$= I Nl<EY$:: IF A$= II II THEN 3890 
61 
3900 IF A$= II p II THEN GOSUB 2680 :: PR I NT ;j)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; GOTO 
3960 
3910 IF A$<> 11 S 11 THEN 3960 
3920 PR I NT;i)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; :: PR I NT ;j)960, 11 ARE YOU SURE, THE REST 
OF THE STEPS w I LL BE EF:ASED ? II ; 
3930 A$=H.Jl<EY$:: IF A$= 1111 THEN 3930 
3940 PRINT @960,CHR$<30>; 
3950 IF A$= 11 Y11 THEN M=LP:V=1 :RETURN 
3960 NEXT LP 
3970 IF RR-LR=<l OR PP=l THEN 4030 
3980 PR I NT;i)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; :: PR I NT;J)960, LF:; 11 REPEATS OUT 
OF II ; RR; II* P-PAUSE STATUS, S-STOP, C-CONT I NUE ? II ; 
3990 A$=INl<EY$::IF A$= 1111 THEN 3990 
4000 PRINT@960,CHR$C30>; 
40 l 0 IF A$= II F' II THEN GOSUB 2680 ~ PR I NT;i)960, CHF\$ ( 30) ; 
4030 
4020 IF A$= 11 S 11 THEN 4100 
4030 NEXT LR 
4040 IF PP=O THEN PRINT@960,CHR$(30>; 
4050 V=O :: RETURN 
4060 
GOTO 
4070 ~ NOTE ERROR FLAG V=O - WHEN Oal<a, V=1 - STOP IN MIDDLE 
OF ROUTINE 
4080 V=2 STOP AT END OF ROUTINE 
4090 ~ ***** IF STOP THE ROUTINE DURING REPEATING ***** 
4100 PR I NT;i>960, 11 AF:E YOU SUF\E YOU WAl\JT TD STOP REPEAT I NG NOV.J 
'") II• 
. , 
4 1 1 0 A$= I N ~:::E y $ :: I F A$= II II THEN 4 1 1 0 
4120 PRINT @960,CHR$(30); 
4130 IF A$< >II y II THEN 4030 ELSE V=2 
4140 
**************************** 










VARAIBLE DEFINITION MC ALL MOTOR COUNTS 
MAX - MAX # OF COUNTS MM MOTOR LETTER WITH MAX 
BJ - # OF MOTORS THAT MOVES F - FRACTION TD BE MOVED 
4220 ' DC - MOTOR COUNTS <AND FRACTION) OF EACH MOTOR THAT 
MDVES 
4230 ' S - SIGN ARRAY M - MOTOR ARRAY 
4240 BJ=O:MAX=O:MM=O:F=l ' INITIALIZE THE VARIBLES 
4250 FOR 1=1 TO 8 
4260 J=I-BJ FIND # OF MOTOR THAT MOVES 
4270 IF MC<I>=O THEN BJ=BJ+l:GOTO 4310 DOES NOT MOVE 
SD NEXT MOTOR 
4280 MC<J>=MCCI>:M<J>=I+64:IF MCCJ><O THEN SCJ)=45 ELSE 
SCJ>=43 






DC ! CJ) =MC CJ ) 
NEXT I 
IF BJ=B THEN RETURN 
N=B-BJ 
IF MAX<=127 THEN 446C 
4350 TM=127 : SM=MAX ~sl=O 
, SHOl::-.:T MO\iE 
4360 FOR I=1 TO N ' FRACTION TO BE ~OVED EACH TIME 
Lj.3 ·10 DC!< I)= CTM*DC ! CI)) /MAX: IF MC CI)>. 9*SM THEN S1=S1+1 
4380 NEXT I 
4390 IF 81>1 THEN 4570 
4400 , ****** THE LOOP TO MOVE THE MOTORS ****** 
4410 FOR J=l TO N 
4420 CT=INTCDC! CJ>*F!+ .. 5) 
:MT=MCJ>:SG=SCJ):MCCJ>=MC(J)-CT:GOSUB 4980 
4430 NEXT J 
4440 MT=MCMM>:GOSUB 5110 ' CHECK THE LONGEST MOVE 
l ,.., 
O..:: 
4450 F!=1-E/127:IF E+MC<MM>>127 THEN 4410 ' IF ALMOST DONE 
4460 FOR J=1 TO N ' FINISH THE MOVE 
4470 CT=MCCJ>:IF CT<O THEN 4530 ELSE MT=M<J>:SG=SCJ>:GOSUB 
4980 
4480 NEXT J 
4490 MT=MM ' CHECK THE LONGEST MOVE IF DONE 
4500 GOSUB 5110 
4510 IF E=O THEN RETURN ELSE 4500 
4520 ' THE END OF SUBROUTINE 
IF SO , RETURN 
4530 MT=M<J>:IF S(J)=43 THEN SG=45 ELSE SG=43 
4540 GOSUB 4980 :GOT04480 ' OVER MOVED SO CORRECT 
4550 ' **** LOOP TD MOVE THE MOTORS WITH TWO OR MORE 
4560 ' **** MOTORS WITH THE SAME COUNTS 
4570 FOR J=l TO N 
4580 CT= INT <DC! CJ) *F ! + .. 5) 
:MT=M<J>:SG=SCJ):MC<J>=MC<J>-CT:GOSUB 4980 
4590 NEXT J 
4600 EE=O 
4610 FOR J=1 TO N 
4620 MT=MCJ):GOSUB 5110 :IF E>EE THEN EE=E:MM=J 
4630 NEXT J 
4640 F!=1-EE/127:IF EE+MCCMM>>127 THEN 4570 IF ALMOST 
DONE 







* IF THE POSTION IS KNOWN USE TT ARRAY FOR RESET * 
*************************************************** 
4 710 PF~ H\IT ;i)960, 11 RESETTING RH I NO, 1-START LOCATION, 2-SETUP 
<ALL o=-s),3-RETURN ? 11 ; 
4 720 A~i= I N~<EY$ : IF A$== II II THEN 4 720 ELSE PR I NT 
;J.)960, CHR$ < 30) ; 
4 730 IF A$= II 1 11 THEN GOSUB 4870 : GOTO 4810 
4740 IF A·$< >11 2 11 THEN RETURN 
4 750 PR I NT;J)9s:-s, 11 F\ESETT1 NG THE RH I NO 11 ; 
4760 FOR I=l TO 8 
4770 MC<I>=-TT(I) : IF YY=1 THEN NCM,I>=NCM,I>-TTCI> 
4780 TT<I>=O 
4790 NEXT I 
4800 YY=O :GOSUB 4240 : FOR 1=1 TO 200 :NEXTI 







* RESET TO START LOCATION FROM PRESENT LOCATION * 
**************************************************** 4860 
4870 PRINT ;j)978, 11 RESETTH'1G TO START LOCAT ION 11 ; 
4880 FOR I=1 TO 8 
4890 MC CI) =N ( 0, I) -TT< I) : TT (I) =N ( 0, I) 
4900 IF YY=l THEN N<M,I>=N<M,I>+MCCI> 
4910 NEXT I : GOSUB 4240 : FOR I=l TO 200 :NEXT I 








* SEND A MOVE TO A MOTOR * 
***************************** 
4980 POKE 16880,MT :X=USROCO> 
OF MO',JE 
4990 POKE 16880,SG :X=USROCO> 
=- OUTPUT THE MOTOR AND SIGN 
5000 CC=CT:IF CC>=100 THEN POKE 16880,49 :X=USR0(0) 
:CC=CC-100 ' CHECK IF OVER 100, IF SO OUTPUT A ONE 
5010 W=INT<CC/10) : CC=CC-W*10 ' FIND TENS + ONES 
5020 POKE 16880,W+48 : X=USROCOY ' THEN OUTPUT THEM 
5030 POKE 16880,CC+48 :X=USRO<O> 




5070 ********************************** 5080 * GET THE NUMBER OF COUNTS LEFT * 
5090 ********************************** 5100 , 
5110 POKE 16880,MT :: X=USRO<O> , OUTPUT THE MOTOR AND A 
5120 POKE 16880,63 :: X=USRO(O) 
5130 X=USR1C0) , GET RESPONSE 
5140 E=PEEKC16872)-32 , A RHINO FIX 
5150 IF E<O THEN E=128+E 






****************************** * GET MIRCOSWITCH,S VALUE * 
****************************** 
5220 POKE 16880,73 :: . X=USROCO> 
STATUS OF MICRO-SWITCHES 
OUTPUT AN 'I=' TO GET THE 
5230 X=USR1CO> ' GET RESPONSE 
5240 I=PEEK(16872)-32 ' I= VALUE FROM 0 TO 63 







* STOP A MOTOR IN MOTION * 
***************************** 
5310 POKE 16880,MT ::X=USROCO> 
MOTOR AND A =-x=-
' STOP MOTOR MT - OUTPUT 








* SAVE AND LOAD ROUTINES ON * 
* THE DISK FN=F$ * 
************************************ 
5400 TY=1:FY=O:E3=0::E5=0 :ON ERROR GOTO 6340 
5410 CLS : PFUNT :j)640, "FILENAME (8 CHARACTERS OR LESS> -
II ; : p R I NT ;j) 6 7 4 , F $ ( Ty ) 
5420 PFn NT 11 REMARK < 240 CHARACTEF~s OR LESS> 11 
5430 PRINT M$CTY>; 
64 
5 4 40 p RI NT ;j) 1 0 !' II D I SK F ILE ACCESS MENU FOR II ; T2$ (TY ) ; II F I LE s 
II: PF\ I NT 
5450 PFUNT 11 1 - SAVE FILE ON DISK"; TAB (30) 11 6 - CHANGE THE 
FILENP1ME 11 : PRINT 11 2 - LOAD A FILE FROM 
DI SK 11 ; TAB ( 30) ; 11 7 - CHANGE THE REMAmC 1 
5460 PRINT "3 - CHANGE THE TYPE OF FILE BEING 
ACCESSED 11 ::PRINT 11 4 - DIRECTORY OF DISK FILES AND 
DELETING FILES FROM DISK" 
54 70 PF\I NT II 5 - RETURN TO TEACH MODE II 
5480 PR I NT;j)449 !I CHR$ ( 30) ; ; :: PR I NT :j)448 !I II ENTER CHO I CE ? II; 
5490 A$=INKEY$:: IF A$= 1111 THEN 5490 ELSE EC=VAL<A$): PRINT 
A$; 
5500 IF EC<l OR EC>? THEN 5480 
5510 ON EC GOTO 5550 ,5550 , 5530 6060 ,5520 ,5630 5660 
5520 ON ERROR GOTO 0 :RETURN 
5530 IF TY=l THEN TY=2 ELSE TY=l 
5~i40 GOTO 5410 
5550 PF\I NT ;])512, II ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO II; CHR$ ( 34) ; : IF 
EC= 1 THEN PFn NT 11 SA\JE 11 ; ELSE PF\ I NT 11 LOAD 11 ; 
5560 F'F\I NT CHR$ ( 34) ; II II ; F$ (TY) ; TY$ (TY) ; II ? II ; 
5570 A$= I NKEY$: IF A$= II 11 THEN 5570 
5580 IF A$< >11 Y11 THEN 5620 
5590 POKE 16420,1 : POKE 16912,40 
5600 FF$=F$CTY>+TY$<TY>: K2=512 
5610 ON EC GOSUB 5720 ,5890 
5620 GOTO 5410 
OUT 236,8 
65 
56:::::0 PFn NT:i>6 7 4, CHR$ < 30 > ; : PR I NT:i>6 7:::::, 11 ? 11 ; : LL=B : GosuB 21+30 
5640 IF B$< >II II THEN F$ (TY) =B~f> 
5650 PRINT@673,CHR$(30);:PRINT @674,F$CTY>;:GOTO 5480 
5660 PRINT@768,CHR$(30>; : PRINT@832,CHR$(30>; : PRINT 
:3)896, CHF~$ ( 30) ; : PFU NT;J)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; :: PR I NT:J)7 68, II? 
11 ;:LL=240~GOSUB 2430 
5670 IF B$< >11 11 THEN M$ crn =B$ 
5680 PRINT @768,CHR$C30>; : PRINT@832,CHR$C30>;: PRINT@896, 
CHR$C30); :PRINT@960, CHR$(30>; :PRINT @768,M$CTY>; 
~GOTO 5480 
5690 ********************************* 5700 ' * SAVE A ROUTINE ON THE DISK * 























CHR$ ( 245) ; CHF\:$ ( 246) ; II II ; FF$; 
OPEN 11 0 II , :!. , FF$ 
IF TY=2 THEN 5800 
PRINT #1,M$(TY) : PRINT #1,M 
FOR I=O TO M : FOR II=l TO 8 
PRINT #1,N(l,II> 
NEXT II,I 
CLOSE : RETURN 
PRINT #1,M$(TY> : PRINT#l,TL 
FOR I=l TO TL 
PR I NT# 1 , RN$ < I ) : PR I NT :JH , RN < I ) 
NEXT I 
CLOSE : F\'.ETURN 
'***************************************************** 
'* LOAD A ROUTINE - MOVE THE RHINO TO THE LOCATION * 
'* IT STOP AT WHEN THIS ROUTINE ENDEDa * 
~***************************************************** PR I NT ;J.)~<2 , CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT ;j)K2 !I II 
11 ;CHR$(244>;CHR$(245>;CHR$(246>; 11 
OPEN II I II , 1 ' FF$ 




INPUT #1,M$<TY> : INPUT #l,M 
FOR I=l TO 8 MC(I)=TT(I) INPUT #1, N<O!I I> 
TT (I) =N ( 0 II I) NEXT I 
FOR I=l TO M : FOR II=l TO 8 
5950 INPUT #1,N<I,II> : TT<II>=TT<II>+NCI,II> 
5960 NEXT II,I 
5970 CLOSE 
5980 IF FY=l THEN RETURN 'FLAG FOR RETURNING TO RUNNING A 
LOOP 
5990 FOR I=l TO 8 : MCCI>=TTCI>-MCCI> : NEXT I 
6000 GOSUB 4240 : RETURN 
6010 INPUT # 1 , t1$ (TY) INPUT # 1 , TL 
6020 FOR I=l TO TL 
6030 INPUT #1,RN$CI> : INPUT #1,RNCI> 
6040 NEXT I 
6050 CLOSE : RETURN 
6060 , ************************************* 6070 ' * DISK DIR AND DELETING FILES * 
6080 , ************************************* 60'7'0 E3= 1 : CLS : CMD II D: 0 II : PFU NT CHR$ ( 15) 
66 
6100 PRINT''THE FILES WITH /RHN AT THE END ARE ROUTINE FILES 
AND'': PRINTTAB ( 15) 11 /LOP AT THE END A~:E LOOP FILES 11 
6110 PFn NT:J)832, "DID YOU WANT TO DELETE ( D) A FI LE OR ~:ETURN 
<~:) TO MENU ?"; 
6120 A$=INl<EY$: IF A$=" II THEN 6120 
6130 IF A$= 11 R" THEN E3=0 : GOTO 5410 ELSE IF A$<> 11 D11 THEN 
6120 
6140 PF~: I NT;J)960, "ENTER THE TYPE OF FI LE TO BE DELETED; 
1-/~:HN, 2-/LOP ? 11 ; 
6150 A$=INKEY$ : IF A$= 1111 THEN 6150 
6160 IF A$< 11 1 11 OR A$>"2" THEN 6150 ELSE DK=VALCA$) 
61 70 PFU NT :J)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT ;J)960, 11 ENTER THE FILENAME 
OF THE FILE TO BE DELETED ? "; 
6180 LL=B : GOSUB 2430 
6190 IF B$= II II THEN PR I NT;i)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT;J>960, II MUST 
ENTER A FILENAME, TRY AGAIN''; : FOR C=l TO 1000 : NEXT 
C: PRINT @960,CHR$C30);: GOTO 6090 
6 2 0 0 FF$= B $+Ty$ ( DK ) : p R I NT ;j) 9 60 , c HR$ ( 30 ) ; : p R I NT ;j) 9 60 , II ARE 
YOU SURE YOU WANT ";FF$;" TO BE DELETED?"; 
6210 A$= I l\W:EY$ :; IF A$= II II THEN 6210 
6220 POKE 16420,1 : POKE 16912,40: OUT 236,8 
6:2:3;0 IF A$< >II y II THEN PR I NT CHR$ ( 30) ; : GOTO 6090 
6240 PR I NT :1)960, CH~:$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT :1)960, II KI LL I NG 
II ; CHR$ ( 244) ; Cl-If;:$ ( 245) ; CHR$ ( 246) ; II II ; FF$; 
6250 KILL FF$: FOR C=1 TO 100: NEXT C :PRINT@960,CHR$C30>; 
GOTO 6090 
6260 , 
6270 **************************************************** 6280 * DISK ERROR SUBROUTINE - FOR SAVING AND LOADING * 
6290 **************************************************** 6:::::00 
6310 FLAG STATUS E3=0 - DISK ACCESSES,1 -
DIRECTORY/DELETE MODE 
6320 E5=0 - DISK ACCESSES,1 RUN LOOPS,2 -
SAVING AND LOADING LOOPS 
67 
6330 :I 
6340 E2=ERR/2+1 :i GET ERROR CODE 
6350 IF E2<51 THEN ERROR E2 NOT A DISK ERROR 
6360 CLOSE : CLS : PRINT:PRINT 11 ******* DISK ERROR 
*******II : PF\l NT 
6370 IF E2=53 THEN 6550 ELSE IF E2=54 THEN 6520 
6380 IF E2=62 THEN RESUME 6400 ELSE IF E2=65 THEN 6500 
6390 RESUME :i CAUSE ERROR TO HAPPEN AGAIN - SAME LINE 
6400 ON ERROR GOTO 6410 : KILL FF$ : GOTO 6420 ~KILL THE 
FILE STARTED ON THE DISK UNTIL FULL 
6410 E2=ERR/2+1 : IF E2<>54 THEN ERROR E2 :i CHECK IF NO 
FILE WAS STARTED 
6420 PRINT" *** DISK IS FULL *** 11 :PRINT 11 To 
evelate this problem you could delete some old files 
using 
the disk access mode C=) or put a new RHINO master disk 
(With II 
6430 PF\INT 11 room on it) in drive #0. Then try saving the 
file again 
If there is in not enough room to save end program C?) and 
try agin later .. 11 
6440 PFnNT" 
NOTE: MUST change the disk in drive #0 before press a key 
to 
continue ! ! ! Also never open the disk drive doors when thr 
red 1 i ght is on because the head is in operation ! ! 11 
6450 IF E5:=1 THEN PRINT~ PRH-.IT"THEl=\E IS AN ERROF\ H.J A ROUTINE 
IN THIS LOOP~ SO ABORTING TRYING 
TO RUN THE REST OF THE LOOP .. PLEASE CORRECT AND TRY AGAIN." 
6460 PRINT:PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
64 70 A·$= I Nl<EY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 64 70 
6480 IF E5=1 OR E5=2 THEN RESUME 6790 ~BACK TO RUN A LOOP 
OF ROUTINES 
6490 IF E3=0 THEN RESUME 5410 ELSE RESUME 6090 
6500 PRINT'' *** BAD FILENAME 
***II: PF\INT: PRINT"FILENAME II; FF$; II IS NOT AN APPFWPRIATE 
FILENAME.. TF\')/ AGAIN II 
6510 GOTO 6450 
6520 IF E5=3 THEN 6590 ELSE PRINT'' *** FILE NOT 
FOUND ***":PRINT:PRINT"THE FILE 11 ;FF$; 11 TRYING TO BE 
"; : IF E3=0 THEN PRINT"LOADED 11 ; ELSE PRINT"KILLED "; 
6530 PF\I NT II DOES NOT EXISTS 
PLEASE CHE Ct< THE DI RECTORY AND TF.:Y AGAIN 11 
6540 GOTO 6450 
6550 PRINT'' *** BAD FILE NUMBER 
***":PRINT:PRINT"THIS IS CAUSE BY NOT HAVING ENOUGH 
FILES" 
6560 PFn NT 11 YOU SHOULD START OVER C REBOOT) AND ANSWER THE 
STARTING QUESTION":PRINTCHR$(34);"HOW MANY FILES? 
";CHR$C34);" WITH AT LEAST ONE II 
68 
6570 PF\I NT II GOOD LUCI< PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE II 
65E~O A~i= I Nl<EY~i :: IF A$= II II THEN 6580 ELSE CMD II I II ' II DO START II 
6590 PF:INT II *** FILE NOT FOUND *** 
II: PR H-.IT: PF\I NT II FI LE RH I NO/SAV CF:E?HED BY THE FIRST HALF 
OF THIS RHINO TEACH PROGRAM 
IS NDT THERE SO MUST START OVER B''r" REBOOTING THE SYSTEM" 
6600 PFn l\n:: PFn NT 11 PRESS ANY KEY To cm .. n I NUE" 







* * * RUN A LOOP OF ROUTINES * 
* * 6670 
6680 , ******************************** 
6690 PRINT ;j)960, "ARE YOU SURE, YOU WANT TO F\UN A LOOP OF 
ROUTINES <Y or N> ? 11 ; 
6 7 00 A$= I NKE Y $ : IF A$=" 11 THEN 6 7 00 EL SE PR H·H ;i)9 60 , CH R$ ( 3 0) ; 
: IF A$<> 11 Y11 THEN RETURN 
6710 CLS: PRINT: PRINTCHR$C23>: PRINT::PRINT: PRINT: 
PF I NTTAB < 5) ; "m..iE MOMENT PLEASE" 
6720 FOR I=l TO M :: FOR II=l TD 8 ' SAVE THE CURRENT 
ROUTINE SO CAN USE SAME ARRAY FOR RUNNING LOOPS 
6 7 :::;; 0 N 2 < I , I I ) = N < I , I I ) 
6740 NEXT II : NEXT I :: M2=M 
6750 E3=0 :YY=O :: ON ERROR GOTO 6340 
6760 **************************************** 6770 ~ * PRINT OUT SCREEN FOR RUNNING LOOPS * 
6780 , **************************************** 6790 CLS: PliINTTAB <20) "RUN A LOOP OF F\OUTINES" 
6800 PFUNT ;j)86, "LOOP TITLE - II; F$ (2); 
6810 PRINT::PRINTTAB(6)"ROUTINE TITLE #REPEATS"; 
TAB ( 38) ; II ROUT I NE TITLE # F\EPEATS II 
6820 ' ****** PRINT #'S OUT FOR ROUTINES ******** 
6830 RY=O : FOR I=l TO 10 
6840 PRINT @132+RY+64*I,I:PRINT@163+64*I,I+10 
6850 IF I=9 THEN RY=-1 
6860 NEXT I : IF Y5=1 THEN 7400 
6870 ****** FIRST SO CHECK IF TO LOAD OR START FRESH 
****** 6880 Y5= 1 : PR I NT ;j)960, 11 L-LOAD A LOOP, S-SAME LOOP USED 
BEFORE !I OR N-ENTER A NE~t.J LOOP ? II ; 
6890 A$=INKEY$ : IF A$= 1111 THEN 6890 ELSE PRINT 
;j)960, CHF\$ < 30) ; 
6900 IF A$= 11 L 11 THEN 7830 
6905 IF A$= 11 S 11 THEN 7400 
6910 IF A$<> 11 N11 THEN 6880 
6920 ****** ENTER A NEW LOOP OF ROUTINES ******* 
6930 PRINT:j)960, "ENTER ROUTINE TITLE AND # OF REPEATS, JUST 
PRESS ENTER TO STOP"; 
6940 LD=136:TL=O 
69 
6950 FOR I=l TO 10 
6 <i 60 p RI NT ;j) LD +64 * I , II ? II ; : LL =8 : GOS u B 2 4 30 
6970 IF B$= II II THEN F'F<I NT ;j)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; : PF~ I NT:j)LD+64 *I, II 
11
; : GOTO 7080 
6980 TL=TL+l : RN$<TL>=B$ 
6990 PF-U NT::VLD+64* I+ 14' II? II; GOSUB 2560 : IF V'v1=0 THEN 
PR I NT ;j)LD+64*I+15, 11 II; : PR I NT ;j)960, II ENTEF: F:OUT I NE 
TITLE AND # OF REPEATS, ~f UE;T PRESS ENTER TO STOP 11 ; 
GOTO 6990 
7000 RNCTL>=VALCB$) : IF RNCTL>=O THEN RN<TL>=1 
7010 PRINT @LD+64*I,STRING$(28,32); : PRINT 
@LD+64*1,RN$(TL>; : PRINT @LD+64*I+15,RNCTL>; 
7020 NEXT I 
7030 IF LD=136 THEN LD=LD+32 : GOTO 6950 
7040 * * * * * O\JEF;: THE MAX OF TV.JENTY * * * * * 
7050 PFn NT ;J>960, CHF<$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT;:LJ960, 11 20 LOOP IS ALL THAT 
CAN BE ENTEF;:ED II; 
7060 FOR I=1 TO 1000: NEXT I :PRINT CHR$(29>;CHR$C30>; 
7070 ' ****** WHAT NEXT ? ***** 
70BO PR I 1 .. -.IT 
;j)9 6 0 , 11 A-ADD , C-C HAN GE , D-DELETE , L -L DAD, R-R UN :i S-SA 'v1 E , T -TEP1 
H MODE ? 11 ; . 
7090 A$=INl<EY$: IF A$= 1111 THEN 7090 
7100 PRINT @960, CHR$(30>; 
7110 IF A$== 11 T 11 THEN 7L~80 









A$== 11 L 11 
A$= 11 D 11 
THEN 7280 
OR A$= 11 S 11 





7170 ' ****** ENTER LOOP # ***** 
GOTO 7180 ELSE 7080 
7 1 8 0 p RI NT ;i) 9 6 () , II E NTE ~: L 0 0 F' # T 0 BE II ; : I F AA$= II c II THEN 
PF<! NT II CHANGED '? II ; ELSE PR I NT 11 DELETED ? II ; 
7190 GOSUB 2560: IF VV=O THEN PRINT @960,CHR$C30); : GOTO 
7180 
7200 NU=ABSCVAL(8$)) : IF NU<l OR NU>TL THEN PRINT@960, 
CHF\:$ c::o) ; : PR I NT ;j)960, 11 MUtn BE A USABLE NUMBE~: .. ; : FOR 
C=1 TO 1000:NEXT C: F'RINT@960,CHR$(30>; :GOTO 7080 
7:·~ 10 IF AA$= II D II THEN 7330 
7220 
7230 ' ****** CHANGE A LOOP TITLE ****** 
7240 LD=136 :MU=NU : IF NU>lO THEN LD=168 : NU=NU-10 
7250 GOSUB 7750 GOTO 7080 
7260 
7270 ' ******* ADD A LOOP TITLE ******* 
7280 IF TL=20 THEN PRINT :])960, 11 CAN NOT HAVE MORE THAT 20 
ROUTINES !"; : FOR C=l TO 1000:NEXTC:F'RINT 
@960,CHR$(30); : GOTO 7080 
7290 TL=TL+l :NU=TL :MU=NU : LD=136 : IF TL>lO THEN LD=168~ 
NU=TL-10 
7300 GOSUB 7750 : GOTO 7080 
7:::;:10 
7320 ' ******* DELETE A LOOP TITLE 
7330 TL=TL-1 
7340 FOR J=NU TO TL 
7350 RN$(J)=RN$(J+1) 
7360 NEXT J : GOTO 6790 
7370 
f;'.N (.J) =RN (.J+l) 
******* 
7380 ******** PRINT OUT THE CURRENT LOOP OF ROUTINES 
******* 
7390 
7400 IF TL=O THEN 7080 ELSE LD=136 
TL>lO THEN T9=TL-10 : T8=10 
7410 FOR I= 1 TO TB 
T8=TL:T9=0::T7=0 
7420 PRINT @LD+64*I,RN$CI+T7>; PRINT 
@LD+64*I+15,RN<I+T7>; 
7430 NEXT I 
IF 
70 
7440 IF T9>0 THEN T8=T9 ::T9=0 T7=10 LD=LD+32:: GOTO 7410 
7450 GOTO 7080 
7460 
7470 ' ******* RETURN TO TEACH MODE ******* 
7480 CLS : PRINT 
PFn NTCH~'. $ ( 23) : PR I NT:: Pf;'. I NT:: PR I NT:: PR I NTTAB ( 7) 11 ONE MOMENT 
PLEA E::E II 
7490 ON ERROR GOTO 0 
7500 M=M2 : FOR I=1 TO M :: FOR II=l TO 8 
ROUTINE BACK IN ARRAY 
7510 N < I , I I > =N2 ( I , I I ) 







* RUN A LOOP OF ROUTINES * 
****************************** 
7580 ***** TL=# OF ROUTINES IN THE LOOP 
7590 FY=l:: TY=1 : E5=1 
7600 FOR KL=l TO TL 
LOAD THE CURf:;.:ENT 
***** 
7610 FF$=f:;.'.N$ o:::L> + 11 /l=iHN 11 :: ~:::2=960 : GOSUB 5890 
7620 FOR I=l TO 8 : TT<I>=MC<I> : NEXT I 
7 630 PR I NT ;j)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT ;j)960, 11 f''.UNN I NG II; l=iN$ (KL) ; II 
FWUT I NE II ; RN ( l<L) ; II TI MES II ; 
7640 RR=RN<KL> : GOSUB 3730 
7650 IF V=l OR V=2 THEN 7700 'ERROR ABORTED RUN A ROUTINE 
<PP=O) 
7660 IF PP=1 THEN 7690 
7 6 7 0 p R I NT ;j) <]l 6 0 , c HR$ ( 3 0 ) ; : pf''. I NT ;j) 9 60 , II END 0 F 11 ; f''. N $ ( KL ) ; 11 
ROUTINE, DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE THE LOOP ? 11 ; 
7 680 A$= I Nl<EY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 7 680 ELSE IF A$< >II y II THEN 
PRINT@960,CHR$(30>; : GOTO 7400 
7690 NEXT KL: FY=O: PRINT@960,CHR$C30>; : GOTO 7400 
7700 PR I NT :j)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; : PR I NT :i>960, 11 STOPED THE ROUT I NE 
DURING RUNNING, CORRECT PROBLEM + TRY AGAil\J 11 ; 
7710 FOR C=1 TO 1000 : NEXT C 
7720 FY=O : GOTO 7400 
7730 
PRINT @960,CHR$C30); 
7740 :0 ****** 
****** 
CHANGE OR ADD A ROUTINE TITLE AND # 
7750 PFU NT;J)LD+NU*64 !I STRING$ ( 2~5, :32) ; : PF\I NT ;J)LD+NU*64, II? II; 
:: LL=B: GOSUB 24:30 
77 60 IF B$< >II II THEN RN$ ( Mlf) =B$ 
7770 PFU NT ;J>LD+NU*64+ 14, 11 ? 11 ; GOSUB 2560 :: IF v·v=o THEN 
PF\I NT ;J)LD+NU*64+ 15, II II, : GOTO 7770 
7780 RN<MU>=ABS<VAL(B$)) :: IF RN<MU>=O THEN RNCMLJ)=1 
7790 PRINT @LD+NU*64,STRING$C28,32>; : PRINT 
@LD+64*NU,RN$(MLJ>; :: PRINT @LD+64*NU+15,RN<MU>; 
7800 RETURN 
7810 
7820 :- ******* SAVE AND LOAD A LOOP OF ROUTINES 
7830 
7840 
******* AA$=A$ : IF AA$= II s II THEN PR I NT ;])960, II SAVI NG II; ELSE 
PH I NT ;J.)960 !I II LOAD I NG II; 
PF~ H"T 11 LOOPS, W-l>JI TH LOOP TITLE ABO\t1E !I N-NEW TITLE, 
F\-RETUF~N ? 11 ; 
A$= I NKEY$ : IF A$= II II THEN 7850 
IF A$= II F\ II THEN PF\! NT ;J.)960, CHR$ ( 30) ; :: GOTO 7080 
IF A$= 11 l>J II THEN 7<7)20 









TITLE ? 11 ; : LL=B :: GOSUB 2430 
IF B$= 1111 THEN PRINT 960,CHR$(30); : GOTO 7080 
F $ ( 2 ) = B $ :: p F~ I NT ;j) 8 6 , II UJ 0 p T I TL E - ti ; F $ ( 2 ) ; 11 
FF$=F$(2)+TY$(2): POKE 16420,1 : POKE 16912,40 
236,B 
7930 TY=2 :: K2=960 :: E5=2 :: PRINT @960,CHR$(30>; IF 
AA$= ti f.) II THEN GOSUB 5720 ELSE GOSUB 5890 
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